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ABSTRACT
This research is concerned with the theory of optimal control for non-
scalar-valued performance criteria. In the space, where the perform-
ance criterion attains its value, the relations "better than", "worse
than", "not better than", and "not worse than" are defined by a partial
order relation. The notion of optimality splits up into superiority and
non-inferiority, because "worse than" is not the complement of "better
than", in general. A superior solution is "better than" every other
solution. A noninferior solution is "not worse than" any other solution.
In the control literature, noninferior solutions have been investigated
particularly for vector-valued performance criteria. This research
concentrates on superior solutions for non-scalar-valued performance
criteria attaining their values in abstract partially ordered spaces.
The main result is the infimum principle in Chapter IV, which consti-
tutes necessary conditions for a control to be a superior solution to an
optimal control problem. The infimum principle contains Pontryagin's
minimum principle as a special case. Static optimization problems for
non-scalar-valued performance criteria are also considered. The
results are felt to be most useful in problems of static and dynamic
optimal estimation. With the use of the infimum principle the Kalman-
Bucy filter is rede rived as a superior solution to a dynamic optimi-
zation problem with a matrix-valued performance criterion, and the
separation theorem is verified for the linear-quadratic-Gaussian case.
Furthermore, some sufficiency results are investigated, in particular
an extension of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman theory is given.
THESIS SUPERVISOR: Michael Athans
TITLE: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
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I. INTRODUCTION
For optimal control and estimation problems, the Pontryagin
minimum principle [ l] allows finding the optimal parameters of a
system (controls, gains, e tc . ) , provided the performance criterion is
/
a scalar-valued function of the parameters and the state variables.
The user of this optimization technique often experiences diffi-
culties in choosing a suitable scalar-valued optimality criterion,
because he may be interested in several cost functionals simultaneously,
such as energy consumption, transfer time, and integral squared error,
or because in vector estimation problems the estimation error is de-
scribed more completely by the mean error vector and the error
covariance matrix than by the trace or the determinant of the latter.
It then is natural to consider non-scalar-valued performance
criteria, e . g . , vectors, matrices, sets, etc. The meaning of "better
than" has to be defined, which mathematically speaking is done by in-
troducing a partial order relation [4] ,[ 25] in the space of the cost
functional. For non-scalar-valued performance criteria the notion of
optimality splits up into superiority and non-inferiority, because
"better than" is not the complement of "worse than".
Zadeh [ 27] seems to have been the first control engineer who
considered vector-valued cost criteria. In this case, a superior solu-
tion minimizes all of the components of the cost vector simultaneously,
whereas for noninferior solutions, no other solution can be found,
which simultaneously improves all of the components of the cost vector.
-7-
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Based on Zadeh's correspondence item, Chang [6] , Chyung [?] , and
DaCunha and Polak [ 8] have given necessary conditions in the form of
a minimum principle for a control to be noninferior, both for continu-
ous time systems and for discrete time systems. In these papers the
basic idea is to form a scalar-valued cost functional by adding the com-
ponents of the cost vector with non-negative weights and then solve the
usual optimal control problem. For every noninferior solution, there
exists a weighting, such that the necessary conditions of the Pontryagin
minimum principle [ l] are satisfied. Conversely, the set of all non-
inferior solutions can be obtained by solving the reduced optimal control
problem for every weighting [ 27] .
The problem of finding superior solutions, call infimization
problem, has not been considered in the control literature, mainly on
the ground that one usually has contradicting cost objectives anyway.
However, Ritter [ 20] solved infimization problems of mathematical
programming in abstract infinite-dimensional partially ordered spaces
with equality and inequality type of constraints.
The goal of this research is finding necessary conditions in the
form of an infimum principle for a control to be a superior solution to
a. dynamic infimization problem, where .the cost criterion takes its
values in a suitable finite-dimensional partially ordered space. Some
of the results, which were obtained, were reported in [ 9] .
In Chapter II, the pertinent definitions and results of the theory
of partial order are given.
In Chapter III, static optimization problems with and without
side constraints are investigated. Necessary and sufficient conditions
for a differentiable function of several variables into a partially ordered
space to attain an infimum or a minimum, respectively, are derived.
The applicability of the results to solving least-squares estimation
problems is demonstrated.
Chapter IV contains the main theoretical part of this report.
For optimal control problems with abstract non-scalar-valued perform-
ance criteria, necessary conditions for a control to be superior are
given in the form of an infimum principle, which includes Pontryagin's
minimum principle [ l] as a special case.
In Chapter V, the applicability of the infimum principle is
demonstrated with two examples. The Kalman-Bucy filter is rederived
as the superior solution to a dynamic infimization problem. The non-
scalar-valued performance criterion is the error covariance matrix at
some final time. Then, the so-called separation theorem for a stochas-
tic linear dynamic control system with a quadratic cost functional is
verified.
In Chapter VI, several sufficiency theorems for superiority are
proved, in particular, the Hamilton-Jacobi theory for superior con-
trols is developed. The results of Section VI. 3 simultaneously are
existence theorems for noninferior solutions.
In Chapter VII, the notions of Nash equilibrium and Pareto
optimality of game theory are discussed and compared with the notions
of superiority and noninferiority of control theory.
Finally, in Chapter VIII, the contributions of this report to the
state of the art of optimal control theory are discussed, and suggestions
for further research are given.
II. DEFINITIONS AND MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, the mathematical notion of partial order is intro-
duced [ 4] , [ 25] . In an optimal control problem with a non-scalar-valued
cost criterion, the partial ordering of the cost space mathematically
defines the qualifiers "better than", "not worse than", "worse than", and
"not better than". Only the facts are given which are relevant to the
analysis of non-scalar-valued cost criteria.
II. 1. Partially Ordered Sets [4 ] , [25]
Definition II. 1. A set X is called a partially ordered set or poset,
if there is defined a binary relation 4 satisfying (for x, y, z in X).
i) If x « y and y ^ z, then x 4 z.
ii) If x ^ y and y < x, then x = y.
iii) x ^ x for al x e X .
The relation x ^ y but x / y is denoted by x x y. From
Definition II. 1, it follows, that the binary relation < satisfies
i1 ) If x -< y and y x z, then x -< z.
ii1 ) If x < y, then y -JL x.
iii1) x -^ x for al xeX.
Conversely, i1 ) and iii1) can be used to define the partial order rela-
tion 4 by defining x x. y, if x •< y or x = y. The condition ii1 ) is
redundant, since it follows from i1 ) and iii').
-10-
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Example II. 2. Let X = R ; x, y e R , x > y if x. > y.
for all i = 1, . . . , n and x. > y. for at least one i.
This example is important for the extension of the notion of
optimality from scalar-valued cost criteria to vector-valued cost
criteria.
Example II. 3. Let X = M' = set of symmetric n by n matrices.
A , B e M ' , A >• B if A-B > 0 (positive-semidefinite) but A / B.
This example is important for the extension of the notion of
optimality from scalar-valued cost criteria to matrix-valued cost
criteria, e.g. , in problems of optimal estimation.
Example II. 4. Let X = K = set of subsets of a set M. For A , B e K ,
A > B if B <=. A and B / A.
Example II. 5. Let X = set of functions in a specified class, e.g. ,
C(Q) of all real valued continuous functions defined on a topological
space Q. Given x, yeC(Q), x > y if x(t) _> y(t) for all t e Q and
x(t) > y(t) for at least one te Q.
Definition II. 6. An element y in the poset X is an upper bound
(lower bound) of the s e t E c X , i f y ^ x for all x e E (y 4 x for
all x e E ) .
Definition II. 7. The least upper bound of a non-empty subset E of the
poset X is called its supremum, sup E, the greatest lower bound its
infimum, inf E. Thus, y = sup E (y = inf E) satisfies:
-12-
Figure II. 1
Illustrating (R ,4) and Definition II. 7
x , = inf E , x? = sup E
Note that XC E, x
maxima
minima
Figure II. 2
Illustrating (R ,^) and Definition II. 8.
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i) x ^ y (x >s y) for all xeE .
ii) If z e X is such that x < z (x > z) for all x e E ,
then y 4 z (y ^ z).
Definition II. 8. An element y in the subset E of the poset X is a
maximal element or maximum, if there does not exist any x e E , such
that x >y. Dually, an element yeE is a minimal element or
minimum, if there does not exist any x e E , such that x x y. (Note
however, that in both cases, there may exist elements z e E , which
are non-comparable with y, i.e. , neither z > y nor z -< y).
For the set E = {x.}.
 A, where A is a set of indices, thei i e A
following notations are introduced:
sup E = sup x. = v x.
i e A i e A
inf E = inf x. = /\ x.
ieA 1 ieA
and in the special case of only two elements
sup (x ,y) = x V y
inf (x,y) = x A y.
The symbols V and A are borrowed from set theory, where the partial
ordering by set inclusion (Example 11.4) leads to set union and set inter-
section, respectively.
Definition II. 9. A poset X is called directed upward (directed down-
ward), if for every two elements x, y e X , there exists a zeX such that
-14-
z ^ x and z > y (z ^ x and z ^ y). A poset is called directed, if
it is directed both upward and downward.
Definition II. 10. A directed poset X is called a lattice, if for all
x, yeX
i) their supremum, x V y, and
ii) their infimum, x A y,
exist (in X).
Definition II. 11. A linear poset (directed linear poset, linear lattice)
is a real linear space X, which is simultaneously a poset (directed
poset, lattice), and in which the following conditions are satisfied:
i) if x > y, then x+ z > y + z for all z e X,
ii) if x >- y, then ax > ay for all real a> 0.
The set of all positive elements, x ^ 0, is therefore positively
homogeneous and convex and is called the positive cone.
The concepts of linear posets, directed linear posets, and linear
lattices can be approached in a somewhat different way, which is often
more convenient:
Let X be a real linear space.
Select a "set of positive elements" (the positive cone) by
indicating which elements xeX are considered to be
"greater than the zero element", which fact is written
as x > 0.
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Introduce a partial ordering in the space X by defining
x >• y (x, y e X ) , if x-y > 0.
Now, make the following definition:
Definition II. 12. A real linear space is called a linear poset, if the
set of positive elements and the partial order satisfy the axioms:
i) If x > 0, then x ^ 0.
ii) If x >• 0 and y >- 0, then x+y > 0.
iii) If x > 0, then-ax V 0 for all reals a > 0.
It is a directed linear poset, if it is a linear poset, which is directed
(Definition II. 9), i.e. , if the following axiom is satisfied:
iv a) For any two elements x, y e X , there exists an element
z 6 X, such that z > x and z > y.
It is a linear lattice, if it is a linear poset, which is a lattice (Definition
II. 10), i .e . , if the following more restrictive axiom is satisfied:
iv b) For any two elements x, ye X, their supremum
z = x V y exists .
Definition II. 13. A linear poset is called integrally closed, if nx 4 y
for all n = 1 , 2 , . . . implies x 4 0.
Remark II. 14. The terminology of Definition II. 13 follows the text
by Birkhoff [ 4] . Vulikh [ 25] would call the poset of Definition II. 13 an
Archimedian linear poset. However, Birkhoff denotes by Archimedian
a slightly more general property [4, p. 290f] .
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R emark II. 15. In Example II. 4, K is directed downward, if it con-
tains the empty set of M, directed upward, if it contains M, and
directed, if it contains both of them. K is a lattice, if it is the set
M
of all subsets of M, i. e. , K = 2 .
R and C(Q) of Examples II. 2 and II. 5, respectively, are
integrally closed linear lattices. M1 of Example II. 3 is an integrally
closed directed linear poset.
More generally, an n-dimensional linear space is a directed
linear poset (but not a lattice), if its positive cone contains n linearly
independent elements and is either not polyhedral (e.g. , M' ) or
polyhedral and the convex hull of more than n rays. If the positive
cone is flat (i.e. , does not contain n linearly independent elements),
the linear poset is not directed.
Lemma II. 16, [3, p. 290]
In a directed linear poset, every element is the difference of two
positive elements.
Theorem n. 17, [3, p. 356]
A finite-dimensional linear poset is directed if and only if its positive
cone P has nonempty interior; if directed it is integrally closed if and
only if P is topologically closed.
Notation II. 18. For an element in the interior of the positive cone of
• ;'c •
a topological poset, the notation x £ 0 will be used.
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Definition II. 19. A map f from a poset X into a poset Y is called
isotone, if x, ^ x? implies f(x ) ^ f(x2); f is called order-positive,
if 0 « x implies 0 =* f(x).
Lemma II. 20
Exactly the positive cone of the directed linear poset X gets mapped
into the positive cone of the linear poset Y by all positive linear
maps f from X to Y.
Proof: By definition, f(x) > 0, whenever x > 0 and f is
positive. But for fixed positive linear f, there are elements x, which
are noncomparable to zero, such that f(x) > 0. Such an element is the
difference of two linearly independent positive elements of X, x = x..-x .
x, > 0, x > 0. For all positive linear maps f, such that f (x . ) = 0 and
f(x2) / 0, it follows, that f(x) •< 0.
II. Z. Quadratic Functions
Definition II. 21. A function F from the real linear space X to the
real linear space Y is called linear if it satisfies
i) F ( X J + X ) =F(x 1 ) '+F(x 2 ) for all Xj /x^X,
ii) F(ax) = aF(x) f o r a l l x e X and all a e R .
Definition II. 22. A function F from the product X x X of the real
linear spaces X. and X to the real linear space Y is called bilinear,
1 L*
if it satisfies
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i) F ( x , + x 2 , x _ ) = F(x, , x _ ) + F(x_ , x, ) for all x^
and all x e X ,
ii) F(x, , x., +x,) = F(X I , x?) + F(x, , x.,) for all x, e X.
and all x.,,x,,eX
iii) F(ax,,x2) = aFfx-.x.,) for all x, e X . , all x 2 e X 2 >
and all a e R ,
iv) F(x, , ax?) = aF(x. , x?) for all x e X1 , all x e X ,
and all a e R .
Definition II. 23. In the product X x X of the set X with itself, the
subset A = { (x, , x?) e X x X | x = x } is called the diagonal of X x X.
A is is omorphic to X .
Definition II. 24. A proper quadratic function is the restriction of a
bilinear function F : X x X -*• Y to the diagonal Ac X x X .
Definition II. 25. A function F from the real linear space X to the.
real linear space Y is called affine, if it satisfies
i) F ( X l +x 2 ) = F(Xl) + F(x 2 ) -F(0) for all X l , x 2 e X ,
ii) F(ax) = aF(x) -(a - l ) F ( O ) f o r a l l x e X and a e R .
Definition II. 26. A function F from the product X. x X of the
real linear spaces X, and X? to the real linear space Y is called
biaffine, if it satisfies
-19-
for all x , x e X and all x., e X ,
i i ) F f X . x + x ) = F ( X
 J x ) + F ( x , x ) - F ( x > 0 )
for all x e X. , and all x? , x, e X ,
iii) F(ax ,x ) = aF(x ,x ) - (a - l ) F ( 0 , x ) for all x eX ,
all x e X? , and all a e R ,
iv) F(x rax ) = a F f x j . x ^ - ( a - I j F f x j . O ) for all
all x? e X_ , and all aeR .
Definition II. 27. A quadratic function is the restriction of a biaffine
function F : X x X -» Y to the diagonal A C X x X .
Definition II. 28. Let F be a proper quadratic function from
A c X x X into a finite-dimensional integrally closed directed linear
poset Y . F is called
positive-semidefinite if F(x,x) ^ 0 for all x e X ,
positive-hemidefinite if F(x, x) > 0 for all x / 0 e X ,
*t~
''" /
and positive-definite if F(x,x) > 0 . .-for all x ? O e X .
II. 3. Convexity [ 23]
Definition II. 29- A function F from a linear space X into a linear
poset Y is called convex on a convex domain D C X, if
-20-
[X lJ +(1 -t)F[x2J
for all 0 _ < t _ < l and all. x ,x eD .
Definition II. 30. A function F from a linear space X into a linear
poset Y is called strictly convex on a convex domain DC X , if
j + U -t)x2J X tF[xj] +(1 '.-t)F[x2]
for all 0 < t < l and all x , x e D .
Definition II. 31. A function F from a linear space X into a linear
poset Y , the positive cone of which has non-empty interior, is called
strongly convex on a convex domain D C X , if
Ft tXj + d -t)x2] % tFfxj] +(1 -t)F[x2]
f o r a l l 0 < t < l a n d a l l x , x e D .
III. STATIC OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
In this chapter, static infimization and minimization problems
with and without side-constraints are considered. Necessary conditions
are derived for a differentiable function of several variables into a
linear poset to attain a local infimum or minimum. In the former case
and without side-constraints , the necessary condition is analogous to
the well-known necessary condition "first derivative equal zero" for
scalar-valued functions, if the positive cone has suitable topological
properties.
The operator notation is convenient for getting results, which
are independent of the representations of the spaces involved. Thus,
the Frechet differential and the Frechet derivative are convenient tools.
Their definitions are recalled below for convenience.
Definition III. 1. A function T from an open domain D in a normed
linear space X into a normed linear space Y is Frechet differentiable
at x, xeD CL X, if for x and each h c X , there exists d T ( x , h ) e Y ,
which is linear and continuous with respect to h, such that
H™ ||T(x + h ) -T(x) -dT(x ,h) | | _ .
HhF-o Nl
dT(x,h) is then called the Frechet differential of T at x with incre-
ment h and it is unique.
-21-
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Definition III. 2. If T is Frechet differentiable for all xeD c X, then
for every fixed x, the Frechet differential is by definition of the operator
form dT(x,h) = T1 (x)h; the bounded linear operator T1 (x) is called the
Frechet derivative T1 of T at x . If T'(x) as a function of x is con-
tinuous in x for all xeD C X, then T is said to be continuously
Frechet differentiable on D .
III. 1. Static Infimization
Theorem III. 3
In order that the continuously Frechet differentiable function f from the
normed linear space X to the finite-dimensional integrally closed
directed normed linear poset Y have a local supremum or a local
infimum at x _ e X , it is necessary, that f (XQ) = 0, i.e. , the Freehet
differential df(x0 ,dx) = 0 for all d x e X .
Proof: For the case of a local infimum.
Since f has a local infimum at x , there exists e > 0 , such that f(x +h)
>= f(xQ) for all heX with | | h | | < e. Since f is Frechet differentiable
at XQ ,
:(x0 + h ) - f ( x 0 ) df(X ( ) ,h)
INI-
For h approaching zero radially, i .e . , h = tH (0< | JH | |<e , 0 < t_< 1)
and t | 0 as h -— 0, the second term is constant, because df(x ,h) is
-23-
linear and continuous in h :
df(X() ,h) df(X(),tH) df(xQ ,H)
For t I 0, the constant df(xn, H)/ || H|| is approximated arbitrarily
closely by the positive first term. Since the positive cone P of Y is
closed by Theorem II. 7, df(xQ , H)/ |[ H || ^ 0. This is true for all
H / 0 with ||H||< e . By the linearity of the Frechet differential,
df(x0,-H)/| |-H|| =-df(x 0 ,H)/ | |H | | . Thus, df(X(), -H)/ || H || > 0 and
df(x , -H)/||H|| =* 0 simultaneously, implying df (x , H) =0 for all
H eX with || H| |< e, i .e. , f (x ) = 0 .
Analogous arguments apply to the case of a local supremum
of f at x .
Remark III. 4. It is easily verified that in a linear poset which is not
integrally closed, the condition f (x ) = 0 is not necessary for a
supremum or infimum. at x : In R consider the lexicographic order
ing, where (x , y j ) -< (x^.y ), if Xj < x^ or if x = x., and y^ < y^ .
For f (t) = t , f. (t) = 2 +1, f has a proper infimum at t = 0, although
f ' ( 0 ) ^ 0, viz. f ' ( 0 ) = 0, f ' ( 0 ) = 1.
Theorem III. 5
In order that the twice continuously Frechet differentiable function f
from the normed linear space X to the finite-dimensional integrally
closed directed normed linear poset Y have a proper local supremum
(proper local infimum) at x e X, where f ' ( x ) = 0, it is sufficient
that f " (x«) \ 0 [negative-definite operator] (f"(x ) > 0 [positive-
-24-
definite operator] ), i.e. , the second Frechet differential
d2(xQ ,dx,dx) 3 0 (d2f(xQ ,dx,dx) > 0) for all d x / O e X .
Proof: For the case of a local infimum.
Since f has a proper local infimum at x , there exists e > 0, such
that f(xQ + h) > f(xQ) for all h /O with | |h| |<e. Since f is twice
continuously Frechet differentiable at x and f ' ( x ) = 0, f ( x _ + h )
can be expressed as
f(xQ + h) = f ( x Q ) + d2f(X ( ) ,h,h) + 0(h2)
2 d2f(x ,h ,h) 0(h2)
where 0(h ) is such that lim 0(h )/||h|| = O e Y . The second
Frechet differential, written in its general form, d f (x_ ,h , , h . , ) is linear
and continuous with respect to both h, and h . Thus, for h = h = h^
and h approaching zero radially, i. e. , h = tH (0< ||H|| < e, 0 < t _< 1) and
t I 0 as h—• 0, the term d f(x ,h, h)/ ||h || is constant:
d 2 f (x 0 ,h ,h) d 2 f (x 0 ) tH, tH) d 2 f (x 0 ,H,H)
By the positive-definiteness of f " (x~) (Definition II. 28), this constant
d f(x , H, H)/|| H || lies in the interior of the positive cone P of Y ,
hence, there exists 0< £,< 1> such that
d2f(x ,H,H) 0(tH)2
ii_ + _ ' ~
!|tH||2
for all te ( 0 , 6 , ) . Therefore, since ||h||2 = ||tH||2> 0 for h/ 0,
-25-
f(x +tH) > f(x ) for all t e ( 0 , e ). This argument holds for all
HeX with ||H|| < e, but, of course, e, may depend on H. Thus, f
has a proper local infimum at x~ .
Analogous arguments apply to the case of a proper local
supremum of f at x .
Remark III. 6. If the function f is quadratic, the hypothesis of
positive-definiteness (negative-definiteness) of f"(x ) can be weakened
to positive-hemidefiniteness (negative-hemidefiniteness) (Definition
2
11.28), because then 0(h ) = 0 e Y . However, not every quadratic func-
tion with positive-hemidefinite second derivative has an infimum,
because the first derivative may everywhere fail to be zero1, (see
Example III. 11).
The two Theorems III. 3 and III. 5 are very convenient tools for
deriving the solutions to static linear least-squares estimation problems,
They turn out to be superior solutions in the sense of infimizing the
error covariance matrix or the matrix of the squared errors (Example
II. 3).
Example III. 7
Linear unbiased least-squares estimate (no dynamics), [13, p. 99,
extended Exercise 5] .
Given the measurement
y = Cx + q,
where yeR , xeR , qeR , C is the known m by n observation
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matrix, q is the measurement noise, and x is a random variable.
The statistics of x and q are known to the following extent:
E[X] = XQ
E[q] = q0
E[(q - q_) (q - q )' ] = Q is positive-definite
E[ (x - x J (x - x _ ) ' ] = R is positive-semidefinite
E [ ( x - x 0 ) ( q - q 0 ) ' ] = S .
Find the infimum error-squared linear estimate x of x, i. e. , for the
functional form
x = Ky + b
find the n by m matrix K* and the n-vector b*, such that the matrix
of the squared estimation errors E|(X - x) ( x - x)' ] is globally infimized.
Solution to Example III. 7
In order to obtain an infimum of the matrix of the squared estimation
errors over the variables K and b, set the first Frechet differential
d E [ ( x - x ) ( x - x ) ' ] ( K , b , d ( K , b ) ) = 0 f o r a l l d ( K . b ) or equivalently
d E [ ( x - x ) ( x - x ) ' ] ( K , b , d K ) = 0 for all dK and dE[(x - x)(x - x) '](K,b,db) = 0
for all db and check for infimality.
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Thus,
b-x) (KCx
= E[(KC(x - XQ) + K(q - q0) - (x - XQ) + b 4- KCxQ + KqQ - XQ)
(KC(x-x0)
= KCRC' K' + KCSK' -KCR + KS'C'K' + KQK1 - KS1 -RC 'K 1 -SK'
+ R + bb1 -1- bx^ C! K1 + bq^ K' - bx^ + KCxQb' + KCx0xQ' C1 K1
+ KCxoqoK' -KCxoxd +K^ob' +Kqoxoc 'K '
-
x o b ' - x Q x o C I K I " x o q o K I + x o x d
d E [ ( x - x ) ( x - x ) ' ] ( K , b , d K ) = Q
= dK{CRC'K' + CSK' - C R + S ' C ' K ' + QK1 -S1
C XOXOC 'K I +Cxoc>oKI -Cxoxd
{KCRC' +KCS + KS'C' + K Q - R C 1 -S + bx^C' +bqQ '
+ KCxoxdc' +KCxo^ +KV()CI +K^o^ -xoxdc '
d E [ ( x - x ) ( x - x ) l ] ( K , b J d b ) =.0-
= db{b '+x 0 'C 'K'+q 0 'K ' -x0'}
b* = x - K*Cx - K*q
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dE[ (x -x ) (x -x ) ' ] (K J b* ,dK) = 0
= dK{CRC'K' + CSK1 - CR + S'C'K' + QK1 - S'}
+ {KCRC1 + KS'C' - RC' + KCS + KQ - S} dK1
Thus,
K* = ( S + R C ' ) [ C R C ' +S'C' +CS + Q]
The optimal estimate now is
-1
x = RC')[CRC' +S'C' + CS + Q] -1
The solution is globally infimal and unique, since the second Frechet
differential
d2E[(x -x)(x -x)1] (K,b ,d 2 (K,b))
= 2[dK,db]
CRC' + S'C' +CS + Q + (Cxn+ q„)(Cx.+ q )'0 0 Cxo+qo dK
1
db1
is positive-hemidefinite for all K and b by the positive-definiteness of
the matrix CRC1 +S'C' + CS + Q (Theorems III. 16 and III. 17, and
Remark III. 6).
Furthermore, it is easily checked, that the estimate is unbiased,
i .e . , E[ x - x] = 0 .
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Remark III. 8. At this point, the reader should be impressed by the
simplicity of the analysis given in Example III. 7, because, after all,
the superior solution to the problem has been found. In essence, this
analysis is exactly as simple as finding a minimum of a real-valued
differentiable function of several variables. Of course, there is no
reason to work with differentials , such as dE[(x - x)(x - x)'](K, b, dK),
rather than derivatives. This has been done only for the purpose of
demonstration. When using operator notation (see Chapter V), the
analysis of the derivatives actually becomes more elegant and succinter.
The superior solution to this linear estimation problem can, of
course, also be obtained using scalar-valued optimality criteria, such
as trace or determinant of E[(X - x)(x - x)'] . The superiority of the
solution must then be verified by checking, that the solution is optimal
with respect to all of these optimality criteria. Most easily, this is
done by using the set of optimality criteria {J = trace (PE[(x-x)(x-x)']) |PeM ',
F.' > 0 (positive-semidefinite)} and showing that the solution is independ-
ent of P .
III. 2. Static Minimization
Theorem III. 9.
In order that the continuously Frechet differentiable function f from
the normed linear space X to the finite-dimensional integrally closed
directed normed linear poset Y have a local minimum (local maximum)
at x eX,where f ' ( x ) / 0, it is necessary, that there exists no dx eX,
,^ ,i,
such that df(x , dx) > 0 or df(xQ ,dx) -< 0.
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Proof : For the case of a local maximum..
Since f has a local maximum at x , there exists e> 0, such that
f(xn + h) )J- f(x ) for all heX with ||h||< e. Since f is continuously
Frechet differentiable at x ,
f(xQ + h) = f(xQ) + df(xQ ,h) + 0(h)
h)
0 ,
where 0(h) is such that lim 0(h)/||h|| = O e Y . Now, assume,
IMI^O
vt-
that there exists some h = HeX with ||H||< e, such that df (x , H) > 0.
For h going from H to zero radially, i. e. , h = tH (0< || H ||< e , 0 < t j < l )
and t I 0 as h — 0, the term df(xn,h)/||h || is constant by the linearity of the
Frechet differential in h :
df(x0 ,h) df(X ( ) , tH) df(X ( ) ,H)
!l h l l = ||tH|| = ||H|| ' '
By assumption, this constant lies in the interior of the positive ccne
P of Y , hence, there exists 0< € , _ < _ 1, such that
df(xQ ,H) 0(tH)
~1W~ + "(Ml >0
for all t e ( 0 , e 1 ) . Thus, f(xQ + tH) > f(xQ) for all t e ( 0 , e 1 ) . Similarly,
there cannot exist any h = HeX with ||H|| < e , such that
* *
df(xQ ,H) -< 0, because -H would satisfy df (x , -H) > 0 by the linear-
ity of the Frechet differential.
Analogous arguments apply to the case of a minimum of f
at x .
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A slightly more constructive form of Theorem III. 9 can be
obtained via the very well-known theorem of the alternatives [l4] :
Theorem III. 10. Let X be a Banach space. Let Y = (X, 4 ) and
k
Z = (X , ^ ) be finite -dimensional integrally closed directed normed
linear posets of dimensions j and k, respectively. Let T be a
continuous linear map from X to Y, which fact is denoted by
Te 3 C ( X , Y ) . Then,
*
a) either there exists x e X , such that Tx > 0 e Y
b) or else there exists a continuous positive linear map
P > 0 e a C ( Y , Z ) , such that PT = 0 e
Theorem III. 1 1 .
In order that the continuously Frechet differentiable function f from
the Banach space X to the finite-dimensional integrally closed directed
normed linear poset Y have a local minimum (local maximum) at
x eX, where f ' ( x ) / 0, it is necessary, that there exist a positive
k
map P >• 0 e s ^ ( Y , Z ) (where Z = (X , ^ ) has the same properties
as Y has, but possibly dim Y ^ dim Z), such that Pf = Oe
Proof: Combine the Theorems III. 9 and III. 10.
Example III. 12.
n kConsider the quadratic function f : R —•• (R , =4> )
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f(x) =
x ' R x + b ' x + c
x'R. x + bJ x + c,k k k.
where R, , . . . >Ri are given symmetric positive-definite matrices in
M' , b , . . . , b.. are given vectors in R , and c , . . . , c. are given real
n 1 K I K .
numbers. The first Frechet derivative of f at x is:
f (x) = e /(Rn ,(Rk , 4 )).
By the positive-definiteness of R,: . f'(x) is a positive -definite
proper quadratic operator. Thus, if there exists x_ e R , such that
f ' ( x n ) = 0, then x_ is the infimum. The infimum exists if and only if_ _
bi
bk
€ {
" Zx 'R^
2x'R,k.
xe
i .e. , if and only if
= ... = •=- R, b, = x .2 k k 0
. nIf no infimum exists, then by Theorem III. 11 a point x eR is a min-
imum of f, if there exists a positive linear map P > 0 e
( R , < )) , such that Pf ' (x 0 ) = Oe s£(Rn ,R). Thus,
> 4 )>
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hence,
The set of all minima of f is obtained by varying P = [p. , . . . , p, ]
k
over all positive linear maps of the form p. > 0, / p. = 1 .
i = l
III. 3. Static Infimization with Constraints
Theorem III. 13
Let f be a continuously Frechet differentiable function from the normed
linear space X of dimension n_< oo to the finite -dimensional integrally
closed directed normed linear poset (X , 4. ) of dimension k and g
a continuously Frechet differentiable function from X into a finite-
dimensional normed linear space X of dimension m< n.
In order that f have a local supremum or a local infimum at
x . e X subject to the constraint g(x_) = 0, it is necessary, that
v/f[g'(x0)] C vAlf'(x0)] (null spaces).
Proof: In an e -neighbourhood {xeX |x = x + dx, ||dx|| < e)
of x^, e > 0, all points x satisfying g(x) = 0 lie, up to f irs t order
approximation, on the tangent hyperplane M(x ) at x of the hyper-
surface g(x) = 0. M(x ) = {xeX| x = xQ + dx, g' (x) dx = 0 e Xm)
x0)] (null space of g' (x ) ). Theorem HI. 3 applied to all
dxe jy[g'(x0)] implies J^[g' (XQ)] C Jftf (XQ)] , i . e . , d f (x Q ,dx) =0
for all dx e JHg' (XQ)] .
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k
If the dimension k of the linear poset (X , «4 ) is small enough,
then Theorem III. 13 can be restated in Lagrange multiplier form.
This is done below.
Theorem III. 14
Tc ' ~mLet f : X -* (X , =^ ) and g : X — •• X have the same properties as
in Theorem III. 13. Furthermore, let dim 5^. [f ' (x)] = p^C m (range
space of f ' ( x ) ) and g1 (x) be onto for all x e X .
In order that f have a local supremum or a local infimum at
x eX subject to the constraint g(xn) - 0, it is necessary, that there
exists P-e, /(Xm,(Xk, 4 )), such that f (XQ) + Pg' (XQ) = 0 e /(X.fX1^ )).
Proof: By Theorem III. 13, Jf[ g1 (XQ)] C Jf[ f (XQ)] and since
g1 (x) is onto, dim A. [ g1 (x)] = m, while dim ^.[.f (x)] = p_< m. Hence,
Jf [f ' (x n)] d. JC [ g1 (x,.)] (orthogonal complements in the sense of
direct sum) and there exists a linear map P e o^(X , (X ,4 ) ), such
that f ' ( x 0 ) + Pg'(xQ) = 0 e/(X,(Xk , ^ )).
III. 4. Convexity
Lemma III. 15. A function F from the normed linear space X into
the normed linear poset Y, which is Frechet differentiable on the con-
vex domain D C. X is convex on D, if and only if
F'(z)h 4 F ( z + h ) -F(z)
for all z, h such that z e real, int D and z + he D. F is strictly con-
*
vex or strongly convex, if and only if the inequality holds with -< or •<
respectively, for h ^ 0.
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Proof: See [ 23, Lemma 4. l]
Theorem III, 16
Let F be a function from the normed linear space X into the finite -
dimensional integrally closed normed linear poset Y, which is twice
continuously differentiable on an open convex domain D C X. If F"(z)
is positive -semidefinite (positive -hemidefinite; positive -definite) for
all z e D , then
i) F ' ( z 2 ) ( Z 2 - Z l ) >(> ; ? ) F ' ( Z l ) ( z 2 - Z l ) for all z^ z^D
(Zj / Z2) ,.
ii) F is convex (strictly convex; strongly convex) on D .
Proof: For F"(z) positive -semidefinite.
By Theorem 4.2 of [ 23] and by the positive -semidefiniteness of F" ,
f1dF(z 2 , z 2 - z 1 ) -dF (z 1 , z 2 - z 1 ) =/ d2F(z j+ t (z 2~ z ^ , z^- z ^  , z^ z 1 )dt >Q,
0
w^hich proves claim i). Now, by i), for all z ,z eD and all Oj<t_< 1 ,
(where t> 0. has been factored out). By Theorem 4. 2 of [ 23] ,
F(z2) - F ( Z j ) =
which proves claim ii) by Lemma III. 15.
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Th e proofs for F" positive-hemidefinite or positive -definite
are analogous.
Theorem III. 17
Let F be a function from the normed linear space X into the finite-
dimensional integrally closed directed normed linear poset Y, which
is continuously Frechet differentiable and convex on an open domain
DC X. Then for F to attain an infimum relative to D at
x _ e D ( i . e., F(x) > F(x,J for all x e D ) , it is necessary and sufficient
that F'(X ( )) = 0 . • •
Proof: Necessity follows from Theorem III. 3 , sufficiency
follows from Lemma III. 15.
IV. DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
In the statement of the optimal control problems and in the proof
of the theorems, this chapter basically follows the approach taken by
Halkin [ 10] for optimal control problems with scalar-valued cost func-
tionals . Thus, the cost space is a k-dimensional partially ordered
subspace of the (extended) n-dimensional state space.
The statements of the dynamic infimization problem (superiority)
and the minimization problem (noninferiority) are given in Section 1.
Section 2 contains the results to these optimization problems in the form
of necessary conditions for a control to be optimal. The solution to the
infimization problem is believed to be new. It has been reported by the
author and Athans in [9] • However, Ritter has investigated a related
problem of mathematical programming in [20] . The solution to the
dynamic minimization problem is essentially well known [6] ,[?] ,[8] ,
but only Neustadt [l7] considered abstract partially order cost spaces.
In Section 4, the results of Section 2 are discussed and their
relation to [6] ,[?] , and [8] , and Pontryagin1 s minimum principle is
explained.
In Section 5, a simpler variational approach to the dynamic
infimization problem is given.
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IV. 1 Statement of the Optimization Problems
In the statement of the optimal control problems, the cost space
is a k-dimensional partially ordered subspace of the (extended) n-
dimensional state space. The dynamics of the state are allowed to
depend on all of the n state variables. The cost space always is a
finite-dimensional integrally closed directed linear poset. Hence, by
Theorem II. 17, its positive ccne is closed and has non-empty interior,
and the complement of the positive cone is an open subset of the cost
space. All finite-dimensional spaces involved are Banach spaces, but
not nexessarily Euclidean spaces. This allows treatment of states,
controls, and costs to be vectors, matrices, etc. without use of canon-
ical transformations. All derivatives are Frechet derivatives, all
measures are Lebesgue measures.
Given the dynamical system
x(t) = f[x(t),u(t),t] a.e. t e t t g . t j ] (1)
where x( t )eX is the state, u ( t )e£2 cX is the control, and
te [ t n , t , ] C R is the time, with the fixed initial state x at the fixed
initial time tn ,
x(tQ) = XQ . (2)
The final time t, is fixed.
Assume, there exists e> 0, such that f[x,u, t] and
3f[x,u,t]/3x are defined, measurable with respect to u and t, uni-
formly equicontinuous with respect to x, and uniformly bounded for
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all (x, t, u) eN(x, t, e) xJ2*, where N(x, t, e) is any closed e -neighbour -
hood of ( x , t ) e X x [t,,,!,] and fi* any closed and bounded subset of fi.
The admissible control functions u are such that u(t) e fi for all
t e t t ^ . t , ] and that there exists a state trajectory x : [tn> t, ] — •• X satisfy-
ing (2) (which is then granted to be unique [lO]) .
k
The k-dimensional cost space (X , ^ ) is an integrally closed
directed linear poset and a subspace of the state space X , (X , <; ) C X .
Thus, the state can be written as
x(t) = (S(t), J ( t ) ) (3)
where J(t) is the component of the state, which belongs to the cost
space and S(t) the component, which belongs to the orthogonal comple-
k I
ment (X , *£ J-1- of the cost space (in the sense of direct sum).
In this chapter, the following two infimization problems are con-
sidered.
Infimization Problem IV. 1. Find an admissible control u*', such that
the final state satisfies the constraint
S(t i ;u*) = Sj , (4)
k -L n
where S, is a fixed element of (X , <" ) C X , and such that the cost
component J(t , ;u*) of the optimal final state x(t, ;u*) is infimized,
i .e . ,
J(tx ;u*) ^ J ( t j ;u ) (5)
for all admissible controls u meeting the boundary constraint,
S(t1 ;u) = Sr
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Infimization Problem. IV. 2. Find an admissible control u*, such
that the cost component of the final state is infimized, i.e. ,
J(t , ;u*) ^ J( t , ;u) for all admissible u. . (6)
The Problem IV. 1 is a fixed-end-point problem whereas the
Problem IV. 2 is a free -end -point problem.
Although the solution to the next problem is already
known [6] ,[?] ,[8] ,[ l7] , it is stated here for the sake of completeness
Minimization Problem IV. 3. Find an admissible control u* , such
that the cost component of the final state is minimized, i.e. ,
J(t1;u*) ) J ( t j ;u ) for all admissible u. (7)
The solution to this free -end -point minimization problem will
be stated without proof in the next section. The fixed-end-point mini-
mization problem is analogous, of course.
IV. 2. Necessary Conditions for Optimality
The first step towards finding necessary conditions for a con-
trol to be superior or noninferior, which are analogous those of the
Pontryagin minimum principle [l] , is answering the question of what
the costate should be. Should the costate be a linear map from the
(extended) state space X into the real line or into the cost subspace
k
(X , ^ )? In the case of a scalar -valued cost the (extended) costate row
vector actually is a linear map from the extended state space into the
cost space, which is the real line.
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It turns out, that for the infimization problem, the costate can
be taken to be a linear map from the state space X to an arbitrary
integrally closed directed linear poset (X , ^ ) of dimension j in the
range 1 _< j _< k. The results suggest, that it is somewhat most natural
to take j = k, i.e. , to have the costate map into the cost subspace (see
Remark IV. 9). In the case of the minimization problem nothing can be
gained from taking j greater than one, and the analysis is easiest for
the costate mapping into the real line (see Remark IV. 14).
Convention IV. 4. For j =1, . . . ,k (X , ^ ) denotes a j-dimensional
integrally closed directed linear poset. In particular, for j = 1,
( X ^ , ^ ) = (R , <) is the real line and for j = k, (X^ =<) = (Xk,<) is the
cost subspace of the state space X .
Convention IV. 5. P(t) e ^((Xn, (X1-1, =< )) is a linear map from the
state space X into the partially ordered space (X , ^ ). Further-
more, P(t) is decomposed into P(t) = (Pc(t), PT(t) ), where
o J
P s(t)€ 5<((Xk, 4 )-L , (X j , 4 )) and P j ( t ) e &( (Xk, 4 ), (X j , 4 ) ).
Definition IV. 6. For all t e [t,,, t, ] , the Hamiltonian is defined by
H[x(t), P(t), u(t), t] = P(t)f[x(t) , u(t), t] (8)
,-n
where P(t) is a linear map from the state space X into the
integrally closed directed linear poset (X , ^ ) (as introduced in the
Conventions IV. 4 and IV. 5) and f[x(t), u(t), t] is the right-hand side of
(1) . Note, that H attains its value in a j-dimensional linear space.
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Theorem IV. 7: Solution to Infimization Problem IV. 1.
In order that the admissible control u* be a superior solution to the
Infimization Problem IV. 1, it is necessary, that there exist a nonzero
map (Pg,P )e ^(Xn, (X , 4 ))> where P is positive, i .e . ,
PQ > Oe X((Xk , 4 ) , (X k , ^ )), such that along the trajectory
x* - (S*,J*) satisfying
x*(t) = f[x*(t) ,u*(t) , t] a.e. t e t t ^ t j ] (9)
x*(tQ) = XQ (10)
S*(tj) = Sj (11)
and for every P} >= 0 e £( (Xk, 4), (X j, ^ )) and every
P : t t 0 , t j ] -* £<(Xn , (X j , ^ )) satisfying
P(t) = - 1^- [x*(t), P(t), u*(t), t]
= - P(t)|| [x*(t),u*(t),t] a.e. t e t t ^ t j ] (12)
-
1
 , (X j , 4 )) (13)
:
, 4 ) , (X j , 4 )) if Pg(t1) ^ 0
PJ( tl) = PlP0 \
:
, 4 ) , (X j , 4 )) if Ps(tj) =0
(14)
the following condition holds
H[x*(t), P(t), u*(t), t] < H[x*(t), P(t), u(t), t]
for all u(t) efl and a. e. t e [t., tj , (15)
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i.e. , the Hamiltonian is globally infimized with respect to u(t) along
all of the trajectories (x*,P) defined by (9) through (14).
Remark IV. 8. Unless the superior control is somewhat singular
(Section IV. 4), the operator Pn can be chosen to be the identity oper-
k k
ator, P =1 e s(((X , ^ ), (X , * £ ) ) , with no loss of generality. Thus,
in the nonsingular case, PT(t, ) ranges over all positive linear maps
J 1
from (Xk, ^ ) into (X^, ^ ).
Remark IV. 9- For j = k, it suffices to consider the case PT(t, ) = P™,
since then the linearity of the equations for P automatically grants the
infimization of the Hamiltonian for all other qualifying P's also.
For j < k, this does not hold any more; therefore, the infimization of
the Hamiltonian has to be verified for all qualifying costate functions P.
(Compare with Lemma II. 20. )
Remark IV. 1 0. For j = 1, Theorem IV. 7 indicates, that the necessary
conditions for local noninferiority given in [6] ,[7] ,, and [8] (for vector-
valued cost criteria) are required to hold for all non-negative weight-
ings for locally superior solution. Conversely, if the Hamiltonian is
infimized only for some of the costate functions, then u* can at most be
a noninferior solution.
For further discussions, see Section IV. 4.
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Theorem IV. 11: Solution to Infimization Problem IV. 2.
In order that the admissible control u* be a locally superior solution
to the Infimization Problem IV. 2, it is necessary that there exist a
positive map P» >• 0 e 5^((X , ^ ) , ( X , 4 ) ) such that along the trajec-
tory x* = ( S * , J * ) satisfying
x*(t) =f[x*(t),u*(t),t] a.e. t e t t ^ t j ] (16)
x*(tQ) = XQ (17)
and for every P i t t g . t j ] — £ (Xn, (X^ , ^ )) satisfying
P(t) = - |f [x*(t), P(t), u*(t), t]
= - P(t) ||[x*(t),u*(t), t] a.e. t e t^ . t j ] (18)
, 4)-1. ( X j , 4 ) ) (19)
0 e s<((Xk,4 ), (X j, 4 )) , (20)
the Hamiltonian is globally infimiz.ed, i.e.
H[x*(t),P(t),u*(t),t] ^ H[x*(t),P(t),u(t),t]
for all u(t) efi and a.e. t e t t Q . t j ] . (21)
Remark IV. 12. Clearly, the Remarks IV. 8, IV. 9, and IV. 10 apply
to Theorem IV. 1 1 as well as to Theorem IV. 7. For further discussion,
see Section IV. 4.
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Theorem IV. 13: Solution to Minimization Problem IV. 3.
In order that the admissible control u* be a noninferior solution to
the Minimization Problem IV. 3, it is necessary that there exist a non-
zero map P* i f t - . t j ] -* -£(X , (R, jC )) such that along the trajectory
x* = ' (S*, J*) ,
i*(t) = f[x*(t),u*(t),t] a.e. t e t t g . t j ] (22)
x*(tQ) = XQ (23)
= - |f [x*(t),P*(t),u*(t),t]
= - P*(t) f£ [x*(t),u*(t),t] a.e. t e [ t n , t J (24)O X U 1
= O e £ ( ( X , ^ ) , (R ,< ) ) (25)
, 4 ), ( R , < ) ) , (26)
the Hamiltonian is globally minimized, i.e.
H[x*(t), P*(t),u*(t),t] < H[x*(t),P*(t)',u(t),t]
for all u ( t ) e f i and a.e. t e t t Q . t j ] . (27)
Remark IV. 14. In Theorem IV. 13, the necessary conditions for non-
inferiority have been stated for j = 1-, i.e. , (X-1, ^  ) = (R , < ). The
Theorem can also be stated for j > 1. Then in (27) , the Hamiltonian
must be globally minimized again (rather than infimized as in Theorems
IV. 7 and IV. 11). However , it always is more difficult to analyze minima
in partially ordered spaces than in the totally ordered real line.
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IV. 3. Proof of the Infimum Principle
The proof of the infimum principle stated in Theorems IV. 7 and
IV. 11 closely parallels the proof of the maximum principle for scalar-
valued cost functionals by Halkin [ 10] . The results which are independ-
ent of the partial ordering of the cost subspace of the state space are
taken over -without proof.
The major difficulty in the proof of the infimum principle stems
from the fact that in the real line the complement of the positive cone
is a convex set, whereas in an integrally closed directed linear poset,
the complement of the positive cone is not a convex set and therefore
not closed under convex combination of its elements.
The choice of notation in the following proof should allow easy
referencing to [ lOJ .
For an admissible control u, which fact is written ueF#, the
solution of the differential equation (1) with initial condition (2) at time
t is denoted by x(t;u) and the corresponding whole trajectory x for t
over [ tQ. t j ] by x(u).
For any admissible control u, the Frechet derivative
D(t;u) :Xn-~ Xn is defined for all t e [tQ, tj] by
- 9f(x ,u( t ) , t )D(t;u) = 8x
x = x(t;u)
(28)
By assumption, D(t;u) is bounded and measurable over [t_-, t.].
Furthermore, the transition operator G(t;u) associated with D(t;u)
is introduced by the operator differential equation
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G(t;u) = - G(t ;u)D(t ;u) a.e. t e [ t 0 , t j ] (29)
with boundary condition at t,
G( t j ;u) = I , (30)
where I :X -» X is the identity operator. The transition operator
G(t;u) exists, is unique, bounded over [t-.t,] , and invertible for all
t e t t Q . t j ] .
For every trajectory x(t;u*) corresponding to an admissible
control u*, a comoving space Y (u*) with elements y is defined by
y = G(t;u*)(x-x(t;u*')), x e Xn . (31)
In the comoving space Y (u*) of a trajectory x(u*) generated
by an admissible control u*, a trajectory x(u) corresponding to the
admissible control u is denoted by
y(u,u*) = { (y( t ;u ,u*)> t ) i t e t t g . t j ] } . (32)
Furthermore, a "first-order approximation"
yVu*) = {(y+(t;u,u*),t) i t e t t g . t j ] } (33)
of y(u,u*) is defined for all t e t t - . t , ] by
-t
y+(t;u,u*) =1 G(s ;u*) [ f (x (s ;u*) ,u ( s ) , s ) - f (x (s ;u*) ,u*(s ) , s ) ]ds .
t0
 (34)
y (t;u,u*) is a first-order approximation in the sense that the sup-
norm of y (u,u*) - y(u,u;;') is bounded by a continuous, nondecreasing
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function 0(r) , such that lim ^^- = Q, where r = n({ t :u( t ) ^ u*(t),
o r
t e [t~, t. ] } ) [10, p. 54] ((a - Lebesgue measure). For every pair of
admissible controls u and u*, both y(u,u-;') and y (u,u*) exist, are
unique, and continuous.
Now the following "reachable sets" are introduced:
H ={x( t 1 ;u) : ueF*} (35)
is the set of all final states reachable from the initial state (2) by apply-
ing an appropriate admissible control.
H(u*) = {y(t,;u,u*) :ueF*} for any u* e F* (36)
is the set H of (35) described in the coordinates of the comoving space
Y (u*) of some admissible control u* .
H+(u*) = (y+(t1;u,u*) :ueF*} for any u* e F* (37)
,-n,is the first-order approximation of H(u*) at 'y(t , ;u*,u*) = 0 eY (u*) ,
and is known to be convex for every u* e F* [ lO, p. 70] . Observe,
that by (30) and (31), the map from H to H(u*) is simply a translation,
which depends on u*, i. e. ,
H(u*) = {x-x(t j ;u*) : x e H ) . (38)
Proposition IV. 15. If the admissible control u* is a superior solution
to Infimization Problem IV. 1 or IV. 2, then the point x(t, ;u*) is a
boundary point of the set H in X .
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Proof: If x(t1;u*) = (Sft^u*), Jft^u*)) is in the interior of
H, then there exists e> 0, such that z = (S(t, ;u*), J(t, ;u*) - J ) is
also in H, where (0, J ) e X has a norm of e and J > 0 e (X , =< )
is a positive element of the cost subspace. Hence, there exists an.
admissible control u satisfying the boundary constraints and result-
Z
ing in the cost J(t , ;u ) •< J(t.;u*). Thus, x(t,;u*) has to lie on the
1 Z 1 1
boundary of H, in order that u* be superior (or noninferior, for that
matter [ l l] ).
Remark IV. 16. Clearly, by (38), every boundary point of H is also
a boundary point of H(u*) for any admissible control u*, in particular,
if x(t , ;u*) is a boundary point of H, then y(t, ;u* ,u:it) = 0 is a
boundary point of the set H(u*).
Proposition IV. 17. If the point y = 0 is a boundary point of the set
H(u*), then the point y = 0 is also a boundary point of the set H (u*).
Proof: See [10, p. 77] .
Proposition IV. 18. If the point y = 0 is a boundary point of the set
H (u*), then there exists a nonzero linear map P(t,;u*) from the
n k
comoving space Y (u*) into the cost space (X , 4 ), such that
P(t1 ;u*)G(t;u*)[f(x(t;u*), u( t ) , t )
- f(x(t ;u*),u*(t) , t )] >0
for all u ( t ) e f i and a.e. t e [ t _ , t , ] . (39)
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Proof: Since H (u*.) is convex [ 10, p. 70] and y =0 is a
boundary point of H (u*), there exists a nonzero linear functional
p(t, ;u*) from the comoving space Yn(u*) into a real line (R,jC ),
such that p ( t , ; u * ) y > 0 for all y eH (u*). Consequently, there
n k
exists a nonzero linear map P(t, ;u*) : Y (u*)—•• (X , ^ ), such that
P(t j ;u*)y ^0 for all yeH + (u*) - (40)
Assume, that there exists a control u satisfying the constraint
u(t)eS2 for all te [ t 0 , t , ] , such that
J j ( t ) = P(t1 ;u*)G(t;u*)[f(x(t;u*),u(t), t)
- f(x(t;u*),u*(t),t)] 0 (41)
for t e E , where E is a Borel set in [tn ,t,] of positive measure,
jji(E)> 0. In order to conclude from this assumption, that there exists
yeH (u*) not satisfying (40), a Borel subset F Q E is constructed,
such that J,(t) of (41) belongs to one and the same open half-space of
k(X , ^ ) for all t e F , which is separated from the positive cone of
(Xk,
k kSince the complement of the positive cone of (X ,4 ) ,{Je (X ,
: J ^0) , is an open set, there exists e> 0, such that the angular dis'-
tance d between J , ( t ) of (41) and the positive cone is bigger than e,
i.e. ,
A ||J ( t ) - J ||
inf d(J (t),J )= inf min A , . f > e, (42)
teE A L teE J 0 > 0 II J l ( t ) \ \
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where || ^ || denotes the norm of (X , ^ ). Also, since (X , ^ ) is
f ini te-dimensional , there exists a closed polyhedral cone Q in
k(X , ^ )> which is circumscribed to the positive cone, such that the
angular distance d between any element of Q and the positive cone
is at most e , i .e . ,
A 1 - 2
min d(J ,J ) = min min — JT-= — - - < e . (43)
J e Q l L J e Q II J 1 II
0 J 0
J2 > 0
Furthermore, since | a (E )>0 and Q has finitely many faces , there
exists a hyperplane ir(Q), viz. a face of Q, such that J , ( t ) of (4 l ) lies
in the open half space R(ir(Q)) defined by Tr(Q) and not containing Q
for all t e F, where F is a Borel subset of E of positive measure
M ( F ) > 0.
j^
Since R(ir(Q)) is an open half space of (X , *< ) containing J,(t)
for all t e F , there exists £ , > ( ) , such that the distance of J , ( t ) from
the hyperplane tr(Q) is always greater than e,, i.e. ,
inf ||J ( t ) - J ( !>€ , . (44)
, „ 1 c 1t e F
Denoting by x (F) the support function of F, it follows from the defini
tion of TT(Q) and (44) that the element
r
AJ = J P(t 1 ;u*)G(t ;u-)[f(x( t ;u*) ,u( t) , t ) - f(x( t ;u*) .u-( t ) , t ) ]dt (45)
t e F
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lies in the complement of the positive cone of (X , 4 ) together with a
ball of radius e1) j(F) and center AJ, hence that the admissible [ lO, p.
45] control
v(t) - u*(t) +
 X ( t ) ( u ( t ) - u*(t)) (46)
generates y (t. ; v,u*) e H (u*)> such that
P(t1;u*)y+(t1;v,u*) = A J ^ 0 , (47)
contradicting (40).
This concludes the proof of Proposition IV. 18.
Since X and Y (u*) are isomorphic, viz. by the translation
relationship (38), P(t,;u*) can be split up into P(t ;u*) =
PT( t . ;u*)) , where PT( t . ;u*)e s(((Xk, < ), (Xk, 4)) and
P s(tj;u*)e ^((Xk, 4 )^, (Xk, 4 )).
Proposition IV. 19. In Proposition IV. 18, the linear map P(t, ;u*) is
such that PT(t , ;u*) is a positive map, i .e . ,
J J.
P f t j u * ) ± 0 e /((Xk, 4 ), (Xk, 4 )) . (48)
Proof: In the case of the free -end -point Infimization Problem
IV. 2, the set H (u*) must not intersect the open subset
V = {y = (S,J)eY n (u*):J 0, S
 e (Xk, 4 )L} (49)
of Y (u*), because otherwise an admissible control v could be found,
which would be noninferior to u*, since H (u*) is the first order con-
vex approximation of H(u*) at y(t ;u*,u*) = Oe Yn(u*). Hence
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H+(u*) C{y = (S ,J )eY n (u*) : J > 0, Se (Xk, < )±] (50)
and therefore every linear map Pe s£(Yn(u*), (X , =< )) of the form
P = ( P . P ) with
Ps = O e 5 ( ( X X ) - , ( X , ^ ) ) (51)
and Pj> 0 e / ( (X k ,<) , (X k ,4 ) ) satisfies
Py ^ 0 for all yeH + (u* ) , (52)
in particular for all yeH (u*) which are positively proportional to the
l.h.s. of (39).
In the case of the fixed -end -point Infimization Problem IV. 1,
the interior of the set H (u*) must not intersect the subset
V ={y = (S ,J )eY n (u*) :J 0, S = 0} (53)
of Y (u*), because otherwise an admissible control v could be found,
which would be noninferior to u* since H (u*) is the first order convex
approximation of H(u*) at y(t, ;u*,u*) = OeY n(u*) . Hence, H+(u*) is
contained in a set A of the form of the vector sum
A = B © C , (54)
where B = {y = (S, J) e Yn(u*) :S =0, J ^ 0} and C is an n-k dimen-
sional subs pace of Y (u*) which is separated from B .
If B and C are disjoint, except at the origin, rather than
merely separated, the Infimization Problem IV. 1 is called regular or
nonsingular. In this case, every linear map Pe s£(Y (u*), (X , -^ ))
of the form P = ( P C , ( P T ) with Jf(P) =C and P > 0 satisfies (52)
o J J
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for all yeH (u*)> .in particular for all yeH (u*)> which are positively
proportional to the l.h.s. of (39).
If B rv C contains more than the origin, i. e. , if B and C are
separated but not disjoint, the Infimization Problem IV. 1 is called
j^
singular. In this case, there exists a linear map P > Oe^.((X , 4 )»
(Xk, =$ )), such that every linear map Pe ;£ (Yn(u*), (Xk, =< )) of the
form P =(PC ,PT) with Jf(P) D C and P = P.P,,, whereo J J 1 U
-Pj > 0 e 5C((Xk, =< ), (Xk, ^  )), satisfied (52) for all yeH+(u*), in
particular for all yeH (u*), which are positively proportional to the
l.h.s. of (39).
This concludes the proof of Proposition IV. 19-
Remark IV. 20. If the linear map P(t;u*) e s<(Xn ,(Xk , =4 )) is de-
fined by
P(t;u*) =P(t i ;u*)G(t ;u*) (55)
then by (29) and (30), P(t;u*) satisfies the operator differential equation
P(t;u*) = - P(t;u*)D(t;u*) a .e. t e f t Q . t j ] (56)
with the boundary condition
P(t;u*) = P^^u*) for t = tj . (57)
Furthermore, with the definition of the Hamiltonian (8), the equation (39)
of Proposition IV. 18 can be written as
H[x*(t),P(t;u*),u*(t),t] 4 H[x*(t),P(t;u*),u(t),t]
for all u ( t ) e f i and a.e. t e [ t 0 , t , ] . (58)
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Remark IV. 21. Combining Lemma 11.20, with Proposition IV. 15,
Remark IV. 16, Propositions IV. 17, IV. 18, and IV. 19, equation (51),
Remark IV. 20, and equation (28) completes the proofs of the Theorems
IV. 7 and IV. 11 for all j in the j = 1, . . . , k.
IV. 4. Piscussion
The infimum principle in the two Theorems IV. 7 and IV. 11 is
stated for a globally superior control u* as required in the infimiza-
tion Problems IV. 1 and IV. 2, respectively. In the proof of the infimum
principle in Section IV. 3, the analysis is global -with respect to the con-
trol u(t) efi as expressed in (39), (15), and (21). However, the
analysis is only local in the state space X and in the space of comov-
ing coordinates Y (u*), since the first order convex approximation
H+(u*) of the reachable set H(u*) is investigated ((33) through (37)).
Therefore, the infimum principle also applies to a control u#,
which is locally superior in the following sense:
Definition IV. 22. An admissible control u* is locally superior, if
there exists e> 0, such that for every admissible control u satisfy-
ing the boundary constraint at t (i .e. , (4) in Problem. IV. 1) and
generating x( t . ;u ) in the e-neighborhood of x(t ;u*)
( i . e . , ||x(t, ; u) - x(t, ; u*) ||_< e ), the cost component J( t , ;u) of x(t,;u)
is related to the locally superior cost J(t,;u*) by J(t , ;u*) =4 J ( t , ; u ) .
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Clearly, a globally superior control is also locally superior but
not vice versa. Therefore, when applying the infimum principle to
solving infimization problems, the globality of the superior solution
has to be verified separately, in addition to investigating the existence
o f a superior solution. - . • • . . ,
Based on Zadeh's correspondence item [27] , Chang [6] ,
Chyung [7] , and DaCunha and Polak [8] gave necessary conditions for
a control to be noninferior with respect to a vector-valued performance
criterion. In these papers, the basic idea is to form a scalar-valued
cost functional by adding the components J.(u), i= l , . . . ,n, of the cost
vector J(u) with nonnegative weights p. > 0, i= l , . . . , n, i .e . ,
n
J(P,U) = ]TpiJi(u) • (59)
i = 1
If u* is noninferior, then there exists a positive weighting vector
. n
p e »C ((R , ^ ), (R.^ )), such that the necessary conditions of
Pontryagin1 s minimum principle [l] are satisfied for the cost functional
(59). Conversely, every positive weighting vector in (59) corresponds
to a noninferior solution, if it exists.
It should be clear, that a control u* is superior, if for each
positive weighting vector p > Oe ^s((R , •< ) , ( R , _ < ) ) in (59), the same
noninferior control u* is obtained. As a matter of fact, this is
exactly the implication of the Theorems IV. 7 and IV. 11 for the case
j =1 and for vector-valued performance criteria. However, the struc-
ture of the partial order of the cost subspace (X , ^ ) of the state space
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X is not fully exploited, if j < k is used. It is clear from Section
IV. 3 and it has already been mentioned in Remark IV. 9. that for
j = k, i.e. , for the costate P(t) mapping into the cost space,
n kP(t)e ^C(X , CX , 4- ))» it suffices to consider just the one costate
P* with boundary condition P * ( t , ) = P. and P^(tj) - Pg , because
for every Pj > 0 e 5<((Xk, 4 ) , (X k , 4 )), the costate P with
boundary condition P-Jt,) = P, P» and Pj-Jt,) = P, P~ satisfies
P(t) = PjP*(t) for all te [ tQ. t j ] (60)
by the linearity of the differential equation of the costate,
P(t) = -ff U*(t), P(t) ,u*(t) , t]
= - P(t)||[x*(t),u*(t),t] a.e. t e t t Q . t j ] , (61)
and because the Hamiltonian is automatically globally infimized, i .e. ,
H[x*(t), P(t), u*(t),t] = PjP*(t) f[x*(t) , u*(t), t]
*^),^),!] = H[x*(t) ,P(t) ,u( t) , t ]
for all u ( t ) e J 2 , for all Pj > 06 /((Xk , 4 ) , (X k , 4 )) ,
and for a.e. t e [t , t ] (62)
by the positivity of P .
Thus, the Theorem IV . 7 can be restated as follows:
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Corollary IV. 23. In order that the admissible control u* be a
superior solution to the Infimization Problem IV. 1, it is necessary,
that there exist a nonzero map P*(t,) = (P*(t,), P'"(t,)) e ^(A , (X ,4 ))
J- tj J. J J.
with Pj(t j) = PQ positive, i . e . , P 0 ^ O e 5<((Xk, 4 ), (Xk, ^ )), such
that along the trajectories x#, P* satisfying
x*(t) =f[x*(t),u*(t), t] a.e. t e t t Q . t j ] (63)
x*(tQ) = XQ (64)
S*(tj) = Sx (65)
P*(t) =- |f-[x*(t),P*(t),u*(t),t]
= - P*(t) M [x*(t),u*(t),t] a.e. t e [ t n , t j (66)
PJtt j) = P0 (67)
the following condition holds
H[x*(t),P*(t),u*(t),t] ^ H[x*(t),P*(t),u(t),t]
for all u ( t ) e f l and a.e. te [ t . t j ] , (68)
i .e . , the Hamiltonian is globally infimized with respect to u(t) along
the trajectory (x*,P*) defined by (63) through (67).
Of course, the Theorem IV. 11 can be restated in an analogous
fashion.
The Corollary IV. 23 and the Theorem IV. 7 are equivalent, but
the Corollary is more efficient in the sense that only the costate P*
has to be investigated. In the Theorem IV. 7, finitely many costates P
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have to be investigated, if the positive cone of the cost space is poly-
k
hedral (as in (R , =^ )), but infinitely many costates P have to be
investigated, if the positive ccne of the cost space is nonpolyhedral
(as in M1 , «4 ))• This is a direct consequence of the face that a poly-
hedral convex cone is the intersection of finitely many half-spaces
k(k half-spaces in the case of (R , =^ )), whereas a nonpolyhedral con-
vex cone is the intersection of infinitely many half-spaces). For
example, for a k-vector-valued performance criterion, the superi-
ority of a control u* can be verified by proving the optimality of u*
separately for each of the k components J.(u) of the cost vector.
In the proof of Proposition IV. 19 and in the Remark IV. 8, an
infimization problem has been called regular or nonsingular, if P_
in (67) can be taken to be the identity operator, i.e. ,
k kP~ = I e ^s((X , < ) , ( X ,4 )), otherwise the infimization problem
has been called singular. In optimal control theory for scalar-valued
cost functionals, this type of singularity of an optimal control problem
is well known [l] , [ l2] . In this case, the nonnegative constant pn
happens to be zero. It can be expected that singularity of superior
controls do or do not occur under conditions quite analogous to the con-
ditions , under which singularity of optimal controls for scalar-valued
cost functionals do or do not occur, respectively.
In the statements of the Optimization Problems IV. 1 through
k
IV. 3 in Section IV. 1, the space (X , 4 ) has been chosen to be a sub-
space of the state space X , and the dynamics (1) of the system have
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been allowed to depend on all components of the state x(t) = (S ( t ) , J ( t ) )
(3). This is the most general case.
In the important special case, where f [x ,u , t ] in (1) actually
does not depend on the cost component J(t) of the state x(t), the
component P,(t) of the costate P(t) = (Pc(t), P,(t)) e ^ (X n , (X J , ^ ))
J O - J , : . .
(Convention IV. 5) is constant, hence PT(t) = P, Pn in Theorems IV. 7J ' J. U
and IV. 11 or PT(t) = .Pn in Corollary IV. 23. It then is more convenient
*J • U
to use the following convention:
Convention IV. 24. The cost space is a k-dimensional integrally closed
:
 k •directed linear poset (X , =^ ), the state space is an n-dimensional lin-
ear space X (previously denoted by (X , ^ ) ), of which (X , ^ )
is not a subspace. The state is x( t )eX (previously S(t)) . The co-
state P(t) is a linear map from the state space into the cost space,
i.e. , P(t)e csC(X , (X^, =< )). In addition, there now is a constant linear
map P J ^ Q C ^((Xk, ^ ), (X j , 4 )) (previously Pjttj) in Theorems
IV. 7 and IV. 11).
In this special case and using Convention IV. 24, the Infimiza-
tion Problem IV. 1 is restated as follows :
Infimization Problem IV. 25. Given the system
x(t) = fj txfthuOO.t] a.e. t e t tQ . t j ] (69)
x(tQ) = XQ (70)
x ( t j ) = xj , (71)
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find an admissible control u* ( in particular, u*(t)ef i for all
t e [ t n , t ] ), such that the cost J(u) defined by
J(t) = f2[x(t) ,u(t) , t ] a.e. t e t t g . t j ] (72)
J ( t Q )= 0 (73)
J(u) = J ( t j ) (74)
is globally infimized, i .e . ,
J(u*) 4 J(u) (75)
for all admissible controls u meeting the boundary constraint
x(t j ) = xr
Of course, the statement of the Infimization Problem IV. 2 can
be adapted in a similar way.
For j = k, the Corollary IV. 23 applied to the Infimization
Problem IV. 25 and with the new Hamiltonian
H[x(t) ,P0 ,P(t) ,u(t) , t ] = P0f2[x(t),u(t),t] + Pf tJf^xdO.uW.t]
(76)
instead of (8), becomes
Corrolary IV. 26. In order that the admissible control u* be a
superior solution to the Infimization Problem IV. 25, it is necessary
that there exist a nonzero map (P*(t1),P*)e j£(Xn x(Xk, 4 ) , (X k , 4 ))
with P* positive, i .e . , P* >0e & ((Xk, 4 ) , (X k , 4 )), such that
along the trajectories x* , P* satisfying
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x*(t)=.f1[x*(t),u*(t). , t] a.e. te [tg.tj] (77)
X (78)
x*(tj) = Xj (79)
P*(t) = - - [x*(t),P*,P*(t),u*(t),t]
= - Pjf2[x*(t),u*(t),t] - P*(t)f jtx+tt^ttU] a.e. te [tj
(80)
the following condition holds
H[x*(t),Pj,P*(t),u*(t),t] «_H[x*(t),P* P*(t),u(t),t]
for all u ( t ) e f i and a.e. t e t t ^ t j ] , (81)
i.e. , the Hamiltonian is globally infimized with respect to u(t) along
the trajectory (x*,P*) defined by (77) through (80).
Of course, the Corollary IV. 26 specializes to exactly the
type of theorems given in [l] for the case k = 1 (scalar -valued cost).
* g k kIn the nonsingular case, again, P_ = Ie aC((X , ^ ) , (X , ^ )).
A more interesting version of the Infimization Problem IV. 25
is analyzed in Section IV. 5 using variational techniques.
IV. 5. The Variational Approach
)
The purpose of this section is showing the feasibility of the
variational approach to dynamic infimization problems , which are
sufficiently smooth.
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Again, the performance criterion attains its value in a k-
dimensional integrally closed directed linear poset (X , =< ). However,
according to Convention IV. 24, the cost space (X , ^ ) is not a sub-
space of the state space X . All finite-dimensional spaces involved
are Banach spaces, but not necessarily Euclidean spaces. This
allows treatment of states, controls, and costs to be vectors, matrices,
etc. without use of canonical transformations.
Given the dynamical system
x(t) = f[x(t),u(t),t] , (82)
where x(t) e X is the state, u(t) e X is the control, and
te [t-.t.] C R is the time, with the fixed initial state x at the fixed0 1 U
initial time t_,
x(tQ) = XQ . (83)
The final time t. is fixed.
The cost functional J is of the form
r1J(u) = K[x(tj)] + / L[x(t),u(t),t]dt (84)
t
and attains its value in the integrally closed directed linear poset
Xk + }A
 » < >•
The admissible control functions u belong to the space of
piecewise continuous functions from [t^.t ] into the control space X
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As sumption IV. 27. The functions f : Xn x Xm x [t , t ] — Xn,
L : Xn x Xmx [tQ.t^^CX1^, ^ ), and K : Xn — (Xk, =< ) are
assumed to have the following properties: .The functions f and L.
are jointly twice continuously Frechet differentiable in x and u on
X x X and piecewise continuous with respect to t on [ t», t . ] .
The function K is twice continuously Frechet differentiable on X .
Infimization Problem IV. 28. Find an admissible control u*, such
that the cost (84) is infimized, i.e. ,
J(u#) 4 J(u) for all admissible u . (85)
After defining,.the Hamiltonian (assuming nonsingularity of
the problem) • ;
H[x(t),P(t),u(t),t] = L[x(t) ,P(t) ,u(t) f t]+ P(t)f[x(t),u(t),t], (86)
where P(t)e ^(X , (X , ^ ) ) is a linear map, the variational analysis
of this free-end-point infimization problem will yield the following
result: . .
Lemma IV. 29. In order that the admissible control u* be a locally
superior solution to the Infimization Problem IV. 28, it is necessary,
that there exist a piecewise differentiable linear map
:
 [t0>t ]-» aC(X , (X ,4 ) ), such that along the optimal trajectory
x* and the optimal costate P*, the following conditions are satisfied:
x*(t) = f[x*(t),u*(t),t], (87)
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x*(tQ) = XQ , (88)
P*(t) = - [x*(t),P*(t),u*(t),t]
= - f£[x*(t),u*(t),t] - P*(t) || [x*(t),u*(t),t] , (8-9)
P*( t j )= tx* (*!>]• (90)
and the Hamiltonian (86) is locally infimized, i.e. ,
H[x*(t),P*(t),u*(t),t] 4 H[x*(t),P*(t),u(t),t]
for all u(t) in a neighbourhood of u*(t)
and all t c t^ . t j ] . (91)
Remark IV. 30. In (82), (87), (89) and in the remainder of this section,
it is understood that the differential equations hold for all te[ tn , t . ]
except perhaps finitely many isolated times t. without explicit mention-
ing. Furthermore, the infimization problem has been assumed to be
regular as expressed in the definition of the Hamiltonian (86).
Proof of Lemma IV. 29. For simplicity of analysis and in conjunction
with Assumption IV. 27, it is assumed that the locally superior control
is strictly optimal, i .e.,
J(u) >• J(u*) (92)
for all u / u*, which are small weak perturbations of u* , and that the
increment J(u) - J(u*) is produced by first and second order terms
rather than by higher order terms alone.
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If u* : [ t _ , t , ] -* X is a locally superior control, define a
weakly perturbed control u :{t_-, t,]-» X by <
u(t) = u*(t) + ev(t) . . . . . . . . (93)
where v : [t-.t.] — X is a piecewise continuous function. The per-
turbed control u approaches the locally optimal control u* as e — " 0.
The state trajectory x generated by the perturbed control u satisfies
x(t) = _ f [ x ( t ) , u ( t ) , t ] (94)
x(tQ) = XQ ; (95)
and can be written as
.. . . . , . x(t) = x*(t) +
 €
0.(t) .+ . 0(e) , . . . . _ . (96)
where 0(e) generically denotes a term with the property :
lim = o (97)
'
and by the Assumption IV. 27, the first order term e^/(t) satisfies
x(t) = i*(t) + e^(t) + 0(e) ' (98)
and ,
 :
|| [x*(t),u*(t),t]0(t)+||[x*(t),u*(t),t]v(t)x , u , v
(99)
= 0 (100)
After introducing the arbitrary piecewise continuous map P: [ t - . t . J — ••
g((Xn,(Xk, 4 )) and defining the Hamiltonian (86), the cost J(u) (84)
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can be written as
f1J(u) ^ K l x f t j ) ] +J H[x(t),P(t),u(t),t]dt
fco
P(t)x(t)dt . (101)
Applying (101) for the optimal cost J(u#) and the suboptimal cost
J(u) •with the same piecewise continuous map P: [tn,t,]-^
, (X , « < ) ) , the cost increment J(u) - J(u*) becomes
J(u) - J(u*) =
-J {H[x(t) ,P(t) ,u(t) , t]-H[x*(t) ,P(t) ,u*(t) , t]}dt
;i
P(t)[x(t) -x*(t)]dt . (102)
Expanding (102) into Taylor series and with (93) and (96),
J(u) -
=
J(u*)
tl
e
 eiT ^(tj -I- e I [ —* ! J 3x * 0(t) + 1? v(t)] dt*p
- e 0(e) , (103)
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where 0(e) again stands for all higher order terms, i.e. , has
property (97), .
jectory, and .
stands for evaluation along the locally optimal tra-
for evaluation along the locally optimal trajectory
and the piecewise continuous map P. Restricting P: [ t~ , t , ] —
n k ;
^.(X , (X , =4 ) ) from an arbitrary piecewise continuous map to an
arbitrary piecewise differentiable map, integrating the last integral in
(103) by parts, and using (100), the cost increment becomes
J(u) - J(u*)
3K jJ^tJ+e f [^ +P(t)]^/,(t)dt1 l
 J ox *p
' v(t)dt + 0(e) . (104)
0
According to (92) and by construction, the cost increment of
(104) satisfies
J(u) - J(u*) > 0 e (Xk, 4 )
/ r 1 P • C •for all v 4 0 : [tQ,t,] " X
and all P: [t«,tj
m
P
' '* /(Xn,(Xk, ^ )). (105)
(Here, p.c. and p.d. denote piecewise continuity and piecewise differ-
entiability, respectively.) However, if u* is locally superior, then
by Theorem III. 3, the first order terms in e must vanish. Specializ-
ing (104) and (105) to the unique piece-wise differentiable map
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P*:ttn,t.]-* ;£(Xn,(Xk, 4 )) defined by
. JlT-T AH
P
*
( t )=
-8T" , = -f£[x*(t),P*(t),u*(t),t] (106)
P*(tJ = f^ [x*(t )] . (107)
1 OX 1
the vanishing of the first order terms boils down to
|~[x*(t),P*(t),u*(t),t] v(t)dt = 0 e (Xk,
P« c- m
for all v : [ t . t ] - " X . (108)
In order to reduce (108) further, the following sequence of
propositions is developed.
Proposition IV. 31. Given h : [ t_ , t . ] * R , then
I*1 < h(t), v(t)> dt = 0 for all v i t t . t '* Rm (109)
implies h(t) = 0 for t e f t^ t^ .
Proof. The integral appearing in (109) is the inner product of
L^tt^.t,] , to which space both h and v belong. For v = h, <h ,h> L
L*
~ 0, hence h = 0 (since h is piecewise continuous).
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p. c.
Proposition IV. 3Z. Given H :[t .t^ ,~" >'Miar[ (where Mkm
the linear space of k by m matrices), then
I H ( t ) v ( t ) d t = 0 for all v i t t ^ t j ] P '° '> Rm
J „ ' ' • . . - ' - '
tO ' (110)
implies H(t) = 0 for t e f t . t , ] . .
Proof. Apply Proposition IV. 31 k times.
Proposition IV. 33. Given H : [tQ, t'j] — ^ * /(Xm, (Xk, 4 ) ), then
/*1 . r i P'c- mH ( t ) v ( t ) d t = 0 for al l v:[tn,tj *X (111)
implies H(t) = 0 for all t = [tg.tj] . i
Proof. Observe that the control space X and the cost space
It Tn Ic'(X , ^ ) are isomorphic to the Euclidean spaces R and R ,
respectively, and apply Proposition IV. 32.
Now, Proposition IV. 32 and (108) combine to
|£ [x*(t), P*(t), u*(t), t] = 0 e £ (Xm, (Xk, 4 ) )
a u
for all t e t tQ . t j ] . (112)
Hence, along the locally optimal trajectory x* and the trajectory P*
defined by (106) and (107), the Hamiltonian has a stationary point with
respect to u(t) at u*(t) for all t e t t - . t , ] .
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In order to prove, that the Hamiltonian actually attains a local
infimum, an analysis including second order terms is necessary. For
this purpose the perturbed state trajectory x generated by the per-
turbed control u (93) is written as
x(t) = x*(t) + e<//(t) + e2Ut) + 0(e2) , (113)
where 0(e ) generically denotes higher order terms with the property
lim = 0 , (114)
again satisfies (99) and (100), and
(t0) = o , (115)
since x(tn) = x*(t_) = XA- turns out that the term £,(t) does not
influence the second variation of J(u). Repeating the above analysis
step by step, always up to second order terms and making use of (106),
(107), and (108), the cost increment J(u) - J(u*) becomes
J(u) - J(u*)
9x
+ e 8 H9x9u (0(t),v(t))dt+y ^fJ 3U
(116)
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Here, aV
ax 2 8x
82H
' 3x8u and
8LH
9u 2
denote second Frechet
derivatives of K and H, respectively, which are bilinear operators,
evaluated along the locally optimal trajectory x*' and the map P*
defined by (106) and (107), and (. , . ). denotes the corresponding pair
of increments, which the second derivative operators are applied to,.
According to (92) and the connected assumption that the positive
increment of J(u) stems from the second order terms, rather than
higher order terms, the sum of the first four terms in (116) is positive
i P ' c - m :for all v 7 0 : [tn,t J * X , including those which produce
extremely small perturbations i// : [ t_ , t ] —«•• X . Hence, the assump-
tion made implies
82H
9u
2
(v(t) , .v(t))dt
r -i P- c ' m /for all v : [tn,t.] * X , v 1 0
and consequently
8u
[x*(t),P*(t),u*(t),t] (v(t) ,v(t)) > 0
for all v(t) eX , v(t) / 0 .
(117)
(118)
Hence, the Hamiltonian has to be locally infimized in the sense of (91)
in order that u* be a locally superior control.
A completion of the proof in the sense of covering less restric-
tive assumptions in connection with (92) is not attempted here.
V. APPLICATIONS
In this chapter, the infimum principle derived in Chapter IV is
applied to two nontrivial infimization problems. In Section V. 1, the
Kalman-Bucy filter is rederived as the superior solution of a dynamic
optimization problem with a matrix-valued cost criterion, viz. the
error covariance matrix at some final time. In Section V. 2, an in-
fimization problem is discussed, which is dual to the Kalman-Bucy
filtering problem. In Section V.3, the so-called separation theorem
for a stochastic linear dynamic control system with a quadratic cost
functional is obtained as the superior solution of a dynamic optimiza-
tion problem. Here, the non-scalar-valued performance criterion is
the expected value of a scalar-valued quadratic control cost functional
together -with the error covariance matrix of the estimation error at
the final time.
In this chapter, M denotes the linear space of n by mr
 nm
matrices with real entries, M the abridged notation of M , M
n nn n
the linear space of n by n symmetric matrices with real entries,
and (M1 , ^ ) the linear space M1 partially ordered by positive-
semidefinite differences (Example II. 3). Furthermore, the two
operators U : M -— M1 (adding a matrix to its transpose) and
T : M —» M (transposing a matrix) are introduced for conve-
nm mn v f &
nience of notation.
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Definition V. 1. The linear operator U : M -» M1 is defined for
^ n n
all AeM by .
UA = A + A1 . (1)
Definition V.2. The linear operator T : M —•• M is defined for
nm mn
all AeM bynm * • •
T A = A ' . - • • • • ( 2 )
Obviously, by Definitions V. 1 and V.2 , U and T satisfy the
operator equality
UT = TU = U , (3)
provided dimensions match.
V. 1. Rederivation of the Kalman-Bucy Filter
A slightly simplified version of the problem considered below
has been presented by the author and Athans in [9] .
Statement of the Infimization Problem
Consider the n-th order linear time-varying dynamic system
x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) (4)
x(tQ) =XQ . • • (5)
The m-vector input u(. ) is a white stochastic process with
E{u(t)} = 0 for all t (6)
E{u(t)u'(s)} = Q(t)6(t-s) , (7)
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where Q(t) > 0 e (M ' ,4) is an m by m symmetric positive-
semidefinite matrix for all t. The initial state x_ is a random vari-
able with
(8)
E{(X O -X O ) (X O -X O ) ' (9)
Oe ( M ' , < ) is an n by n symmetric positive-semidefinitewhere Sn
matrix. The p-vector observation
y(t) = C(t)x(t) + v(t) (10)
is corrupted by a white stochastic process v(. ) with
E{v(t)} = 0 for all t
E{v(t)v'(s)} = R( t )6( t - s ) ,
(11)
(12)
Oe ( M 1 , * ) is a p by p symmetric positive -definitewhere R(t)
matrix for all t . The noises u and v are assumed to be correlated
according to
E{u(t)v'(s)} = S(t)6(t-s) , (13)
where S(t)e M is an m by p matrix, such that the augmented
matrix
Q(t) S(t)
S'(t) R(t)
is positive -semidefinite for all t. Furthermore, the random initial
state x(tn) is assumed to be independent of both u(. ) and v(. ) .
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It is desired to find an n-th order linear unbiased estimator
with infimal conditional error covariance matrix at some given final
time t,> tn . In other words, the error e(t) between the true state'
x(t) and the state estimate w(t) by the n-th order linear time -vary-
ing dynamic filter .
w(t) = F*(t)w(t) + G*(t)y(t) (15)
w(tQ) = w$ (16)
has to have conditional mean zero, i.e. ,
E{e(t) |y(s), t0< s < t} = E{x(t)-w(t)|y(s), t^ s < t} = 0
for all t , (17)
and F* : [t-,tj-* M , G# : [t^'t.] '—• M , and w* e Rn have to be01 n u 1 np U
found such that
(18)
F , G , W O
) = E{e(t )e ' ( t ) |y(s), t <s < t}
1 l l u
^ S(t ) =E{e(t1)e '( t1) |y(s), t < s^ t}
for all other choices of F, G, and w^.
Discussion of the Irifimization Problem
It may be worthwhile pausing here for a moment and justifying
the choice of the matrix-valued performance criterion (18).
The covariance matrix of a vector-valued random variable is
the second moment of this random vector, and as such, gives some
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information of the "spread" of the distribution. In particular, for a
Gaussian random vector, the mean vector and the covariance matrix
describe the distribution completely.
For a scalar-valued Gaussian random variable x with mean x
and variance cr , the probability that a sample x lies within x±ka,
i.e., x e { x | x = x + tk<r, |t |_< 1} = (x| (x-x) <r • _< k } , can easily be
obtained from statistical handbooks. Clearly, the smaller cr , the
smaller the interval (x|(x-x) <j~ < k } for every fixed k, or equiv-
alently, for every fixed probability ("confidence level").
For a Gaussian random n-vector x with mean vector x and
covariance matrix 2 , the probability that a sample point x lies in
the hyperellipsoid {xeR | (x-x)1 S (x-x) < k } can also be computed
for every k and every dimension n. (See, e .g. , I .A .Guraand
R. H. Gersten, "Interpretation of n-Dimensional Covariance Matrices",
AIAA J. 9 (1971), 740-742.) Clearly, the smaller S in the sense of
the partial order of (M1 , < ) (Example II. 3), the smaller the ellipsoid
{xeR |(x-x)' S~ (x-x)jC k } in the sense of the partial order of set
inclusion (Example II. 4) for every dimension n and for every value of
k or the corresponding probability ("confidence level").
Thus, for a Gaussian error distribution, infimizing the error
covariance 2(t.) (18) results in the smallest possible (i.e. , infimal
in the sense of set inclusion) hyperellipsoid ( e e R | e' 2 ( t , )e j< k }
for every value of k. Of course, for a non-Gaussian error distribu-
tion, this quantitative statement does not apply; Nevertheless,
infimizing the error covariance matrix 2(t. ) still solves every
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conceivable least squares estimation problem associated with the filter-
ing problem (4), ..., (16).
Furthermore, the result to this infimization problem turns out
to be independent of the value of the final time t, , i.e. , t is dummy.
(At this moment, read once more the last sentence of the above para-
graph. ) .
It should be noted, that the unbiasedness restriction (17) is only
made for the sake of simplicity of analysis. Unbiasedness of the esti-
mate would automatically be obtained by infimizing the conditional
expectation of the diad product of e(t1 ) with itself (again formula (18))
(compare with Example III. 7). • '
For further discussion, see Remark III. 8, second paragraph.
Analysis of the Infimization Problem
For arbitrary choice of F, G, and w._, the estimation error
e(t) = x(t) - w(t) satisfies the differential equation
e(t) = [A(t) - F(t) - G(t),C(t)] x(t) + F(t) e(t) + B(t) u(t) - G(t) v(t)
(19)
e(t0)..= X O - W Q . ; (20)
Requiring unbiased estimates for all t e f a - . t , ] , (17), yields
w* = XQ (21)
and
F*(t) =A( t ) -G*(t)C(t) (22)
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since u and v are zero-mean and E{x(t)} / 0 in general. Replacing
F(t) by A(t) - G(t)C(t) in (19) and with (21), the error differential
equation (19), (20) becomes
e(t) = [A( t ) -G( t )C( t ) ]e ( t ) + B(t)u(t)-G(t)v(t) (23)
e(tQ) = x(tQ) - XQ . (24)
In order to obtain a deterministic optimal control problem, the error
covariance matrix S(t) is introduced
Z(t) - E{e(t)e ' ( t ) |y(s) , t 0 < s < t}. (25)
It is easily verified, e.g. [2] , that S(t) satisfies the matrix differ-
ential equation
S(t) =[A(t)-G(t)C(t)] Z(t) + Z(t)[A(t)-G(t)C(t)]'
+ B(t)Q(t)B'( t ) + G( t )R( t )G ' ( t )
- B( t )S( t )G ' ( t ) -G( t )S ' ( t )B ' ( t )
= U[A(t) - G(t) C (t)] Z(t) + B(t) Q(t) B' (t)
, + G( t )R( t )G ' ( t ) -UB( t )S ( t )G ' ( t ) (26)
) = SQ • (27) .
In the remaining deterministic infimization problem, S(t) is the
(extended) state and G(t) is the control. The cost to be infimized is
J(G) = Z ( t j ) . (28)
In this problem, the cost space is the entire state space (of dimension
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For j = k in Theorem IV. 11, the costate P(t) belongs to
. , M1 ) and the Hamiltonian is
H = P(t)±(t) . (29)
By Theorem IV. 11, if G* : [ t _ , t _ ] — M is superior, then the follow -0 1 n p
ing relations hold:
S*(t) = U[A(t)-G*(t)C(t)]S*(t) + B(t )Q(t)B' ( t )
+ G*(t)R(t)G*'(t)-UB(t)S(t)G*'(t) (30)
S*(tQ) = SQ (31)
•p*(t) = - P*(t)U[A(t)-G*(t)C(t)] (32)
P*(tj) =PQ > Oe ^<(M n ,M n) (33)
H[S*(t),P*(t),G*(t),t] 4 H[S*(t),P*(t),G(t),t]
for all t e t t Q . t j ] and all G(t )eM . (34)
Since no singularity conditions arises, P. in (33) could be taken to be
the identity map le £(M' , M ' ) by the Remarks IV. 8 and IV. 9.
Observe, that the homogeneous differential equation in M1
±(t) = U[A(t)-G(t)C(t)]S(t) (36)
S(t0) = ZQ (37)
has a positive -semidefinite solution S(t) for all t , whenever 2 is
positive -semidefinite, viz.
S(t) = < t > ( t , t ) S , (38)
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where the transition operator <j>~(. , • ) is the solution of the operator
differential equation
^ 4>G(t,t0) = U[A(t)-G(t)C(t)J<|>G(t , t0) (39)
<j>G(t,t0) = I . (40)
Hence, the transition operator 4>_(t,t0)e ^ (M' .M 1 ) is positive
(Definition II. 19) for all te t t^ . t^ and all possible choices of
G : [V t l^Mnp'
Now, since the solution of the costate differential equation (32),
(33) is
p*(t) =P«|>G J ( e<t1 , t ) . (41)
it follows, that the costate P*(t) is positive for all t and all Pn >- 0,
i.e., P * ( t ) X O e s C f M ' . M 1 ) . Therefore, the infimization of the
n n
Hamiltonian (29) in (34) is achieved by infimizing S(t), hence,
U[A(t) - G*(t) C(t)] S*(t) + B(t) Q(t) B' (t)
+ G*(t)R(t)G*^t)-UB(t)S(t)G*'(t)
4 U[A(t) - G(t) C(t)] S*(t) + B(t) Q(t) B' (t)
+ G( t )R( t )G ' ( t ) -UB( t )S( t )G ' ( t ) •
for all t e t tQ . t j ] and all G( t ) eM n . . .. , . (42)
Since S(t) is quadratic in G(t) with positive -hemidefinite (Definition
II. 28) second Frechet derivative (by the positive -definiteness of R(t ) ) ,
it is by Theorems III. 3 and III. 5 and by Remark III. 6 necessary and
•
sufficient, that the first Frechet derivative of S*(t) with respect to
G(t) vanish at G*(t) in order S*(t) attain an infimum. Thus, with (3)
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= U[G*(t)R(t) - S*(t)C'(t) - B(t)S(t)] T
G = G * ( t )
= Oe ^(M , . M « ) , (43)
n p n ' ' . " - . •
\vhich implies
G*(t) =[S*(t)C'(t) + B(t)S(t)]R~1(t) . (44)
Solution to the Inf imiz ation Problem
(Kalman-Bucy filter)
The superior n-th order linear unbiased filter for the plant (4),
w(t) =A(t)w(t) + [S(t)C'(t) + B(t)S(t)]R'1(t)[y(t)-C(t)w(t)] (45)
w ( t ) = X , (46)
where S(t)e M1 is precomputable from the matrix Riccati differential
equation
= [A(t)-B(t)S(t)R- l( t )C(t)]X(t)
+ 2(t)[A(t)-B(t)S(t)R"1(t)C(t)] '
^ B(t)S(t)R- l( t )S<(t)B(t) • (47)
) = 2Q . (48)
This result and the fact that the error covariance matrix
S(t,) is infimized is well known [Z2] , at least for S(t) = 0. However,
the derivation is new.
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The special case p = m with v(t) = u(t) may be of some
interest, if only for demonstration purposes, when only one noise
generator is at hand. In this case, R(t) = Q(t) =S( t ) =S ' ( t ) for all t.
V.2. The Dual Infimization Problem
Consider the n-th order deterministic linear time-varying
dynamic system
x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) (49)
x(tQ) = XQ , (50)
where A( . ) and B( . ) are piecewise continuous matrices. Find a
r , p.c. rnpiecewise continuous control u: | . tn > t .J •• R , such that the scalar-
valued cost functional
J(u) =x"( t 1 )Fx( t . )+ / [x'(t)Q(t)x(t) + u'(t)R(t)u(t)]dt (51)
*• <J
is minimized, where F ^ Oe (M1 , 4 ), Q(t) > Oe (M1 , 4 ). for all
n n
t e t tQ . t j ] , and R(t) $ 0 e (Mm , 4 ) for all t e t tg . t j ] .
Of course, this is the well-known linear quadratic regulator
problem [ 1, Chapter "9], [12, Chapter 3]. The Kalman-Bucy filtering
problem, and this linear quadratic regulator problem are often called
dual problems.
In this section, the duality of these two problems is investi-
gated a little further. It is claimed here, that the infimization problem
of Section V. 1 is dual to the regulator problem (49), (50), (51), in the
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sense that the cost (51) is minimized for every fixed initial state
x Q eR n (50).
For every fixed initial condition x. e R , the optimal control
is known to be of linear state feedback form,
u(t) = L(t)x(t) , (52)
where L( . ) of course is independent of x_ . Proceeding as if L( . )
was still unknown, (49), . . . , (51) can be rewritten as
x(t) = [A(t) + B(t)L(t)].x(t) (53)
x(tQ) = x0 (54)
• f 'J(u) = x '( t1)Fx(t ,)+ x'(t)[Q(t) + L'(t)R(t)L(t)]x(t)dti i ,
*0
=
 xoK(to)xo • . (55)
where $ ( . , . ) is the transition matrix associated with [A(. ) + B(. )L(.)].
Clearly, the n by n matrix K(t.,) defined in (55) is symmetric and
positive -semidefinite by the properties of F, Q(.) and R ( . ) .
Analogously, the cost-to -go from the initial point
(xQ ,t) e R x [t0,tj] is of the form
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J(u,x0 > t) = x^K(t)xQ , (56)
where
K(t )=
f l+ I $'(s,t)[Q(s) + L'(s)R(s)L(s)] §(s,t)ds . (57)
From (57) the following matrix differential equation for K(t) is
obtained by differentiation
K(t) = - [A(t) + B(t)L(t)] 'K(t)-K(t)[A(t) + B(t)L(t)]
- Q(t)-L'(t)R(t)L(t). (58)
K(t j ) = F . (59)
Since K(tn) is symmetric and positive -semidefinite, requiring mini-
mization of (51) for every x» e R is equivalent to requiring infimiza-
tion of K(tn)e (M1 , ^ ). This infimization problem is obviously dual to
the infimization problems (26), (27), (28) of the Kalman-Bucy filtering
problem.
Consequently, the superior solution is
L(t) = - R ' t j B ^ t J K f t ) (60)
and combines with (58) and (59) to
K(t) =- A ' ( t )K( t ) -K( t )A( t ) -Q( t ) + K(t)B(t)R"1(t)B'(t)K(t) (61)
K(t j ) = F . (62)
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Of course, this solution to the linear quadratic regulator problem is
well known.
Nevertheless, the following duality result has been established:
The Kalman-Bucy filtering problem and the linear quadratic regulator
problem are dual in the sense that in the Kalman-Bucy filtering problem,
the final conditional error covariance matrix is infimized (compare with
"Discussion of the Infimization Problem" in Section V. 1) and dually in
the linear quadratic regulator problem, the cost matrix K( t_ ) is
infimized (and hence the cost (51) is minimized for every fixed xn e R ).
V.3. The Separation Theorem
Consider the n-th order stochastic linear time-varying dynamic
system
x(t) =A(t)x(t) + B1(t)u(t) + B2(t)v(t) , (63)
x(tQ) = XQ , (64)
y(t) = C(t)x(t)+ w(t) , (65)
where A ( . ) , B ( . ) , B ( . ) , a n d C ( . ) are known piecewise continuous
matrices of dimensions n by n, n by m, n by r, and p by n,
respectively. The r-vector input v(. ) is a Gaussian white noise with
E{v(t)} = 0 for all t (66)
E{v(t)v'(s)> = V(t)6( t -s) , (67)
where V(t) > O e ( M ' , ^ ) for all t. The initial state x is a
Gaussian random vector with
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E{XO} .= XQ (68)
E{(X O -X O ) (X O -X O ) ' } = SQ , (69)
where 2n ^ O e ( M ' , < { ) . The p-vector observation y ( . ) is corrupted
by a Gaussian white noise w(. ) with
E{w(t)> = 0 for all t (70)
E{w(t)w'(s)> = 'W( t )6 ( t - s ) , (71)
*
where W(t) > Oe (MJ , =O for all t (positive-definiteness). Further-
more, the random initial state x and the white noises v(. ) and w( . )
are assumed to be mutually independent.
The optimal problem consists of finding a square-integrable
m-vector control u:[tn , t .] — R , such that the cost functional
r1S =E {x'(t.)Fx(t1)+ [x'(t)Q(t)x(t) + u'(t)R(t)u(t)dt} (72)
'„
is minimized, where in (72), F >= 0 e (M1 , 4), Q(t) ^  0 e (M1 ,4) for
n n
all t e [ t _ , t , ] , R(t) £ 0 e (M ', ^ ) for all t e [ t f t , t . ] , and EU 1 m u i y,
denotes the conditional expectation operator in the sense that for all
te [ t _ , t ] the integrand is conditioned on Y = { y ( s ) | s e [tn)t]} and
the term x1 ( t , ) Fx(t,) is conditioned on Y = (y(s) | s e [t^.t,] } .
The solution to this stochastic optimal control problem is
known. The controller is the cascade of the Kalman-Bucy filter gen-
erating the infimal covariance estimate x(t) of the state x(t) and the
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linear controller, which would be optimal for the d'eterministic linear
quadratic regulator problem in the case of V(t) = 0 for all t e [ t n , t . J
in (67), SQ = 0 in (69), and W(t) = 0 for all tc[t , t j ] in (71). The
result is commonly referred to as the Separation Theorem in the lit-
erature of control engineering.
The purpose of this section is demonstrating, how this solution
can be obtained as a superior solution to a constrained deterministic
dynamic infimization problem by using the infimum principle of
Chapter IV.
Statement of the Infimization Problem
Find an unbiased n-th order linear time-varying dynamic filter
x(t) = F(t)x(t) + G(t)y(t) + H(t)u(t) (73)
x(tQ) = XQ , (74)
•which yields the estimate x(t) of the state x(t) of the system described
by (63) through (71), and find the linear estimate feedback control law
u(t) = D(t)x(t) , (75)
such that the regulation cost
r 1S =E {x'(t1)Fx(t1)+ J [x'(t)Q(t)x(t) + u'(t)R(t)u(t)]dt> (76)
* *<)
is minimized and simultaneously, the conditional error covariance
matrix
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j) = E{(x(t1)-x(t1))(x(t1)-x(t1)) ' |y(t),t0 < t < tj} (77)
is infimized in (M1 , 4 ) .
n
Thus, the compounded cost to be infimized is
J =(S ,S( t 1 ) )e(R x(M^,X)) , (78)
•where the partial order 4 °f R x M ' is defined by
Jl = (S1'S1> < J2 =
» S. < S7 in (R, <) and S. 4 S7 in (M' , 4 ). (79)i ~~ ^ Jt ^ n
Analysis of the Infimization Problem
Combining (63), (64), (65), (73), (74), and (75), the estimation error
x(t) -x(t) is found to satisfy the differential equation
x(t) - x(t) = [A(t) - F(t) - G(t)C(t)] x(t) + F(t) [x(t) - x(t)]
+ [B1 (t)D(t) - H(t)D(t)] x(t) + B2(t)v(t) - G(t)w(t) (80)
x(tQ) - x(tQ) = XQ - XQ . (81)
The requirement of unbiasedness of the estimate, i.e. ,
E{x(t) -x(t)| y(s) , tQ < s < t} = 0 for all t e t^.tj] (82)
together with (66), (68), and (70) yields
XQ = XQ (83)
F(t) = A(t) - G ( t ) C ( t ) (84)
H(t) = B ( t ) , (85)
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since x(t) has nonzero mean in general. Thus, the remaining un-
knowns of the problem are G : [tn , t ,] -» M and D : [t-.t,] -» M ,u i np U 1 mn
and they have to be determined such that the non-scalar-valued per-
formance criterion (78) is infimized.
In order to obtain a deterministic infimization problem, the
2n by 2n covariance matrix
M(t) =
M0()(t) M01(t)-
Mo i(t) M n( t )_
= E <yt
r
^
x(t)
x(t) - x(t)
x(t)
x(t) - x(t)
(86)
is introduced, where M _ ~ ( t ) > 0 e (M 1 , 4), M (t) e M , and
MH(t) > 0 e (Mn, 4). Using (83), (84), and (85), the following differ-
ential equations for M (t), M (t), and M (t) are easily obtained
from (63), . . . , (71), (75), (80), (81), and Definition V. 1 , [z] ,
MQO(t) =
B2(t)V(t)BJ,(t)
MQ1(t) =
M0 0( t)-UM0 1( t)D'( t)B^(t)
M ( ) 1(t)[A(t)-G(t)C(t)] '
(87)
(88)
Mu(t) = U[A(t)-G(t)C(t)]Mn(t)
+ G(t )W(t)G' ( t )
Moo(to) =
Moi(to} = so
(89)
(90)
(91)
(92)
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The performance criterion J = (S,S(t.)), (76), (77), (78), can now be
rewritten with (86) in the form
S = tr[FMOQ{t1)]
dt
(93)
(94)
In (93), tr denotes the (linear) trace operator, and the formula has
been obtained from (76), (75) by making use of the well-known identity
tr AB' = tr A'B = tr BA1 = tr B'A
for all A . B e M and for arbitrary
nm
positive integers n and m . (95)
Now, the deterministic infimization problem (87) through (94)
r i P-c v
 r i P'c •-consists of finding G: | . t n , t , J ; *M and D :L t 0 , t , J *M
such that the cost J = (S,S(t.)) is infimized, (79). The (extended)
state space is M1 x M x (M' ,4 ) x (R ,< ) ( M _ _ ( t ) e M', M_, (t) e M ,
n n n — uu n ui n
M. , (t) e (M' , 4 ) ,• and S e (R ,_< )) and the cost subspace is
((M1 ,4) X (R,j< ) ,4) . The dynamics (87), (88), (89) do not depend on
the R-component of the (extended) state, and the R-component of the
cost is of the form of equation (84) in Section IV. 5.
The costate P(t) is chosen to map into the cost subspace
(rather than into any lower dimensional integrally closed directed
linear poset), i . e . ,
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P(t) e s < ( M ' x M x ( M ' , 4 ) x^
n n n , <), ( ( M ' U ) * ( R , < " ) ; 4 ) ) .— n —
(96)
For sulubsequent explicit calculations, the costate P(t)"•"Is b'roken up
into the linear maps PMQ()(t), PM(il(t), PM11(t), PMR(th PR00{t)'
PR n l(t) , P R i , ( t ) , and PRR(t) according to the following schematic
*3 -i r» /TT •*• -^  ••••**»diagram
1 ' • ' '
( M n , 4 )
( R , < )
M'
n
PMOO
PROO
M
n
PM01
PR01
(M' ,4)
n
PM11
PR11
( R , < )
PMR
PRR (97)
which is understood to be interpreted in the sense: F>x/rnn(t:) is a
linear map from M1 , where M (t) lives, into ( M 1 , ^ ) , where
n Uu n
M,, ( t ) lives, etc.
In order to attack this infimization problem with the infimum
principle, the results of Chapter IV, in particular Theorem IV. 11,
Remark IV. 8, Section IV. 4, and Lemma IV. 29, have to be combined
as follows:
1) Since no singularity condition arises in this problem, P«
in Theorem IV. 11 can be chosen to be the identity operator, i. e. ,
P = I
 e / ( (M' x R , 4 ), (M1 xR, 4) ) , by Remark IV.8, hence0 n n
= P =0 = i (98)
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and consequently
,*O) (99)
, 4 ) ) (100)
= Oe / ( ( M , 4 ) , ( R , < ) ) (101)
<)) . (102)
2) Since the dynamics (87), (88), (89) are independent of the
R -component of the extended state, the components PMR(t) and
Ppt>(t) of the costate P(t) are constant over [t0,t,] , and therefore,
by (100) and (102),
PMR ( t )- ° °n ^O'1!^ (103)
P|R(t)H 1 on [ t Q . t j ] . (104)
3) Since the final state is free, and the matrix-component of
the cost is of the form: "infimize final value of cost component",
(94), and the final state penalty term in (93) is tr [F M (t )] , the
boundary conditions for PMQ(), P^, PROQ, and PRQ1 are
PlkoO(V = O e / ( M A , ( M A , 4 ) ) (105)
= Oe a < ( M , ( M ^ , 4 ) ) (106)
, ( R , < ) ) (107)
=
 °
6
 X ( M , ( R , < ) ) (108)
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(and (101) is confirmed). . •
4) With (103) amd (104), the Hamihonian becomes
H = (H,,, H... ), where tL, denotes the (M ' , ^ )-component and HR
denotes the R -component of H, and explicitly
(t) { U[A(t) + B
 l (t)D(t)] MOQ(t) - UMQ1 (t)D
-B2(t)V(t)B^(t)>
PM11(t){U[A(t)-G(t)C(t)]M11(t) + B
+ G(t)W(t)G'(t)} (109)
HR
B2(t)V(t)B2(t)}
B2(t)V(t)B2(t)}
+ PR11(t){.U[A(t)-G(t)C(t)]Mn(t) + B
+ G(t)W(t)G' (t)>
+ {tr[Q(t)M00(t) + D'(t)R(t)D(t)(M0 0(t)-UM0 1(t)
(110)
Now, the ihfimum principle states the following necessary con-
ditions for superiority:
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In order that G* : [tQ.t ]
generating M*. : [t , t]
P-c.
M and D* :[t_.,t.]
np (j I Mmn
* 1VP, 'd' M , and
n
M* : [t0,t,] "' '» (M 1 , 4), be superior, it is necessary, that
i) M*~, M* , and M*. satisfy the differential equations (87), (88),
(89) evaluated at G*(t), D*(t), M*Q(t), Mg^t), and M^^t), and
the initial conditions (90), (91), (92).
x MR x (M^, < ) x (R , < ),ii) The costate P* : [tQ) tj] --
((M , =< ) x (R , < ), 4 )] » which is broken up into component maps
according to (97) satisfies (103), (104), and the differential
equations (using (1), (2), ( 3 ) )
8HM
p* (t) = -MOT '
00
M
= - P*f00(t)U[A(t) + B l(t)D*(t)] (111)
01
= PMOO(t) UBjCtJD^tjT - Pfo01 <t)[A(t) + BI
- P*IQ1(t)T[A(t) - G*(t)C(t)]T (112)
^11^ =
8HM
8M 11
= P*[01(t)B1(t)D*(t) - P*lu(t)U[A(t) -G*(t)C(t)]
(113)
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8H
PROO ( t ) = - 9M
R
00
= -P£0 ( J( t )U[A(t) .
D*'(t)R(t)D*(t)] (114)
p*
9H
- P*0 1(t)T[A(t)-G*(t)C(t)] T
+ t rD*'( t )R(t)D*(t)U (115)
R l l = P|01(t)B1(t)D*(t)-P|11(t)U[A(t)-G*(t)C(t)]
*
- tr D*'(t)R(t)D*(t) (116)
with the boundary conditions (105), (106), (99), (107), (108), and
(101), respectively.
iii) The Hamiltonian H = (HX , ,H_.) defined in (109) and (110) isJVL i\
jointly infimized with respect to G(t) and D(t) along the
optimal trajectory, i.e. , (with (86))
HM[P*(t),M*(t),G*(t),D*(t)] 4HM[P*(t),M*(t),G(t),D(t)J (117)
HR[P*(t),M*(t),G*(t),D*(t)] < HR [P*(t),M*(t),G(t),D(t)] (118)
for all G( t ) eM , all D( t )eM , and all te[tn,tj.np mn (J 1
The known result of the Separation Theorem will now be
squeezed out of the above necessary conditions of the infimum principle.
Clearly, by (105) and (111),
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pKioo(t) =0 fora11
and consequently, by (106) and (112)
(119)
PM01(t) =0 £or a11 te
no matter, what G* and D* are.
(120)
Since H =(H ,HD) is continuously Frechet differentiableM. rv
with respect to G(t) and D(t), (117), (118), and Theorem HI. 3 imply
) = 0. Hence, using (119) and (120)
9HM
= P* in(t)UG*(t)W(t)T -P*IU(t)UM|1(t)C'(t)T
= 0 (121)
3Hj
9D~ = 0 (automatically) (122)
9G~
+ P*n(t)UG*(t)W(t)T = 0
9H
9D~
R
(123)
= P*
 00(t)UB1(t)TM*Q(t)T -
;T -P*01(t)B1(t)TM*1(t)T
+ tr (M*Q(t) -
= 0 . (124)
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Now, (121) yields ' • • •' . :
G*(t) ^ M O O C ' f t J W ' ^ t ) , : . . . . . . (125)
as in the case of the Kalman-Bucy filter. Furthermore, with (125),
(123) reduces to
9HR
= - P*01(t)M*1(t)C'(t)T = 0 , (126)3G
which, in general, can only be satisfied, if
P*Q1(t) = 0 for all t e [ t 0 , tj] . (127)
With (127) , (124) reduces to
3D
*
= P^JtJUB^tJTMJJtjT - P*
= 0 . ' . (128)
p. c .
Thus, D* : [ t_ , t . ] - » M must be such that (127) and (128) holdU 1 mn
simultaneously and for all t e [ t n >t ] I
Certainly, condition (127) is satisfied at t, by (108), and
(115) and (127) combine to the condition
0= P*OQ(t)UB1(t)D*(t)T+ trD*'(t)R(t)D*(t)U . (129)
At this point, the reader should realize, that the differential equations
(114), (115), (116), and the identity (129) involve both abstract linear
operators, such as Pg/^t) e <?((M' , ( R , < ) ) , and concrete realizationsKUU n —
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of linear operators , e.g. tr [Q(t) + D*'(t)R{t)D*(t>] e ^(M1 , (R , _ < ) ) .
In order to be able to proceed with the analysis, realizations of the
abstract operators P*
 Q()(t) e ^(NP, (R , < )), P|Q1(t) e ^(Mn> (R , < )),
and P* . .(t)e^(M1 , 4 ) , ( R , <)) must be used. It is well known [ 13, p.t\. i i n —
109, Riesz-Frechet Theorem] , that every linear map from M into
R can be represented by the trace operator and a unique n by n
matrix, since tr [ ( . ) ' ( . ) ] is an inner product on M . Hence
P R01 ( t ) = t r K Sl ( t > • K 5l ( t ) e M n ' (130)
(As before, the operator equality (130) is understood in the sense that
the operator is written to the left of the argument it operates on.
Thus, for A e M , P*
 n. (t) : A H—> P* n. (t) A = tr K* (t) A . ) Anal-n i\Ul ivUl UI
ogously, every linear map from M' into R can be represented by
the trace operator and a unique symmetric n by n matrix, hence
PROO ( t ) - t rK$0 ( t> ' K So ( t ) € M A (131)
P*n(t) = t rK*j( t ) , K*j(t) e (M^,4 ) . (132)
With (130), (131), (132), and (95), the identity (129) becomes
tr K*Q(t)UB1(t)D*(t)T + tr D*'(t)R (t)D*(t)U
= 2 trKg' ( )(t)B1(t)D*(t)+2 tr D*'(t)R(t)D*(t)
= 0 e <5<(M' , (R ,< )) , (133)
n —
which implies
D*(t) = - R ' V j B i f t J K * (t) (134)
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as in the case of the linear quadratic regulator problem. By (107),
(114), and (134), the symmetric K* (t) is defined by the boundary
condition
KfiofV = F ' , (135)
and, from
trk*Q(t) =- . t rK* 0( t )U[A(t) + 3^1)0*^)]
- tr[Q(t) + D*'(t)R(t)D*(t)]; , (136)
by the matrix differential equation
K*0(t) = -K* 0 ( t )A(t ) -A' ( t )K* 0 ( t ) -Q(t )
+ K*0(t)B1(t)R~V)Bj(t)K*0(t) , (137)
where (95) has been used so that K* (t) actually stays symmetric
for all t e [t , t ] . Equation (127) is now satisfied by construction,
and (128) is verified using (95) and (134) as follows. First, observe
that with G*(t) given in (125), the differential equations (88), (89),
and the boundary conditions (91), (92) result in the identity
Mj j j j f t ) = M*j(t) = M*j(t) for all t e [t^tj] (138)
irrespective of D( . ) (Projection Theorem). Then, (128) combines
with (95), (131), and (138) to
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pRoo(t)UBi(t)TMoo(t)T - p£oo(t)UBi(t)™oi(t)T
= 2
2 trM*Q(t)D*'(t)R(t)-2
= 0 for all t e
since all terms cancel by (134).
(139)
Now, the necessary condition (117), (118) that G*(t) of (125)
and D*(t) of (134) globally infimize the Hamiltonian, remains to be
verified. For this purpose, the second Frechet derivatives of H.M
and H_, are calculated from (121), . . . , (124).iv
82HX ,
3G
(140)
9G9D
82HM
82HR
8G
8G8D
82HR
8D'
= 0
= 0
= ZPy
= 0
= 2tr
(141)
(142)
(143)
(144)
(145)
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Here, (.) and (.) ' mark the places where the differentials dG or dD ,
and their transposes, respectively, enter when the second Frechet
differentials are computed from the corresponding derivatives. By
(99), (113), (120), and the analysis (36) through (41)
'
4 ) > 4 )
 for a l l
 t e [ t , ] (146)
irrespective of G ( . ) , i .e . , P^r i i ( t ) is a positive linear map. Thus,
by the positive -definiteness of the matrix W(t), (71), and by (140),
(141), (142), and (146), H has a positive -hemidefinite second deriv-
ative with respect to (G,D) at (G*(t),D*(t)). Hence G*(t) of (125)
and D*(t) of (134) globally infimize HM, since H,, is quadratic in
(G,D) (Remark III. 6). In a similar way (variation of constants
formula)
P£n(t) * O e j < ( ( M ^ , 4 ) , ( R , < ) , 4 ) (147)
is established from (102), (116), (127). Together with the positive- c
definiteness of the matrices W(t) and R(t) , and (138), equation (147)
implies positive -hemidefiniteness of the second derivative of H~ with
respect to (G,D) at (G*(t), D*(t)), since M*Q(t) ^ My^t) for all
t e [ tg. t j] by (82) and (86). Hence, G*(t) of (125) and D*(t) of (134)
globally infimize H_, which is quadratic in (G,D).
Solution to the Infimization Problem
In the superior solution to the constrained dynamic infimization
problem (73), . . . , (79) , the superior filter is defined by
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x(t) =
+ S(t)C'(t)W-1(t)[y(t)-C(t)£(t)] (148)
x(tQ) = XQ (149)
and the superior linear estimate feedback control is defined by
u(t) = - R ' 1 ( t ) B j ( t ) K ( t ) $ ( t ) , (150)
where S(t) and K(t) are precomputable from the following pair of
matrix Riccati equations
S(t) =
(t) (151)
) =SQ (152)
K(t) = -
(153)
K ( t j ) = F . (154)
In the above analysis, it has been shown, that this solution
satisfies all of the necessary conditions of the infimum principle.
With the use of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman theory developed in
Chapter VI. 1, it can be shown, that the solution indeed is globally
superior. As already mentioned, the solution to this infimization
problem is well known (Separation Theorem). Nevertheless, the
derivation of this result is new.
VI.. -SUFFICIENCY RESULTS
The purpose of this chapter is to show how some of the known
results in the theory of optimal control for scalar-valued cost func -
tionals concerning the existence of optimal controls and sufficiency
conditions for a control to be optimal [12] can be extended to the
theory of optimal control for non-scalar-valued performance criteria.
In Section VI. 1, a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman type of theory is
developed •, which constitutes a sufficiency condition for a control to
be superior relative to a region Z in the product space of the state
space X and the time axis R . This theory is quite analogous to the
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman theory in optimal control with scalar-valued
cost criteria.
In Section VI. 2, sufficiency results for global optimality are
generalized to sufficiency results for global superiority.
In Section VI. 3, .some of the existence results reported by
Markus and Lee [l2] are investigated. For non-scalar-valued per-
formance criteria, they generalize to existence results for noninferior
controls but only to sufficiency results for superior controls.
VI. 1. Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Theory
Consider the dynamic system
x(t) = f [x ( t ) , u ( t ) , t ] , (1)
where the state x(t) e Xn, the control u(t) is restricted to a closed
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subset fl C X , and f:X x Q x R - * X is continuously differentiable
on its domain.
A control function u is admissible, if it is piecewise continuous
and satisfies u(t) e fi for all t of interest.
It is assumed, that for every admissible control u and any
initial state
x(tQ) = XQ , (2)
there exists an absolutely continuous solution x satisfying (1) almost
everywhere and (2) , (which then is automatically unique by the local
Lipschitz continuity of f with respect to x(t)).
The target set S is a subset of X x {t e R | t > tn) . The non-
scalar-valued cost to be infimized is of the form
r'1J(u) =K[x(t1) , t1] + J L[x(t),u(t) , t]dt (3)
*0
and attains its value in the integrally closed directed k-dimensional
klinear poset (X , <), which may or may not be a subspace of the
state space X . Here, L and K are continuously differentiable on
their respective domains, and the final time t, > t_ is the first time,
the target set S is met by the trajectory x generated by the admis-
sible control u .
•
Convention VI. 1. In the sequel, Z always denotes a connected sub-
set of X x R, which intersects the target set S . Furthermore, tr
always denotes a connected subset of £(~X , (X ,4 ) ) * R •
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Definition VI. 2. The Hamiltonian H : Xnx ^(Xn,(Xk, 4 ) )x£2 x R— (Xk, 4 ),
defined by
H(x ,P ,u , t ) = L[x,u, t] '+ Pf[x,u,t] (4)
.is called normal relative to Z and rr, if for each (x,P, t) with
(x,t) e Z and (P , t )e i r , the Hamiltonian has a unique absolute infimum
with respect to all u e £J , viz. at the point
u = u°[x,P,t] efi , (5)
which is called the H-infimal control relative to Z and TT .
Now, the following theorem can be stated, which is the analogue
to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman theory of optimal control for scalar-
valued cost functionals [l, p. 351] , [3 , p. 315] .
Theorem VI. 3
Suppose that the Hamiltonian (4) is normal relative to regions Z and
ir and let u [x,P,t] denote the H-infimal control relative to Z and
TT. Suppose that u* is an admissible control, which transfers
(x-.tg) eZ to S , such that the corresponding trajectory x* stays
entirely in Z, i.e.,
( x * ( t ) , t ) e Z for all te^ . t j ] . (6)
Suppose that there exists a continuously differentiable function J(x,t)
on Z satisfying the partial differential equation
|£(x, t )+H[x, |^(x,t),u°[x,||(x,t),t],t] = 0 (7)
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and the bovmdary condition
J(x,t) = K[x,t] for ( x , t ) e S r > Z , (8)
Q T
such that ~— • (x,t) stays entirely in IT, i .e . ,
( |£ (x , t ) , t )e i r for all t e t t ^ t j ] . (9)
If .
u*(t) =u°[x*(t) ) |^(x*(t),t),t] for all t e t t g . t j ] , (10)
then u* : [t-.t,]-*- fi is a superior control relative to the set U7
Q T
of admissible controls u generating trajectories x and - — lying
entirely in Z and rr, respectively, and the infimal cost is given by
J(u*) = J (x n , t_H J(u) for all ue U^ . (11)u u
Remark VI. 4. Clearly, if the Theorem VI. 3 applies to the case of
the initial point (xn,t ) e Z , then, it also applies to any initial point
(x*(t),t) with te [t , t , ] and the corresponding "cost to go" J(x*(t),t).
ct D
Corollary VI. 5. If Z = X n * [ t , t , ] , and S c Z , and
- '- a b
rr = a((Xn, (Xk, 4 )) x [t ,t ] , then the Theorem VI. 3 provides a suffi-
a b
ciency condition for global'superiority for all initial states (x.,t ) eZ.
Corollary VI. 6. If in addition to the assumptions of Theorem VI. 3,
the function J(x,t) is twice continuously differentiate on Z , Z is
open in X x R, and the H -infimal control u [x, - — (x , t ) , t ] is con-
o x
tinuously diff erentiable with respect to x and continuous in t, then
the function P : [tQ) tj] — ^((Xn, (Xk, 4 )) defined by P(t) = ~ (x*(t),t)
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is a costate function in Lemma IV. 24. This follows directly from the
corresponding proof by Kalman in [3, p. 320] at least in the case
where fl = X
Proof of Theorem VI. 3. With x = x*(t), (7) becomes
|£ (x*(t),t) + H[x*(t), |£ (x*(t),t),u°[x*(t), |i (x*(t),t).t],t]
- |f (x*(t),t) + L[x*(t),u°[x*(t), |^ (x*(t),t),t] ,t]
o t ox
+ |^(x*(t),t)£[x*(t),u°[x*(t), |^(x*(t),t),t],t]
° x , , , = .
(12)
= (x*(t),t) + L [ x * ( t ) , u [ * ( t ) , ( x * ( t ) , t ) , t ] , t ]  0 .
Integrating (12) from t_ to t, and using (8) yields
r1
J(x*(t1) , t1)- J(X ( ) , t0)+ J L[x*(tXu°[x*(t),|^(x*(t),t),t],t]dt
1r
,^] - J(x0,t0)+J L[x*(t),u°[x*(t),|^(x*(t),t),t],t]dt
= J(u*) - J(x0,tQ) = 0 . (13)
R>r any admissible control u : [t-.,t ]— *fi transferring ( x n >t n ) to
(x ( t _ ) , t _ ) e S, such that the trajectory x : [ t n , t ]-* X lies entirely
\4. L* L* U. U ^
in Z and — (x^( . ), . ) : [tQ, t^] — ^(Xn,(X ,4 ) ) lies entirely in TT,
equation (7) reads at every t e [t^jt.,] and with x = x (t),
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|f (xu(t),t)+ H[xu(t), f£ (xu(t),t),u°[xu(t), || (xu(t),t),t],t] = 0 .
(14)
And by the normality of H , (14) yields
|£ (xu(t),t) + H[xu(t). fl (xu(t),t),u(t),t]
>0, whenever u(t) j u°[xu(t), |^ (xu(t), t), t]
(15)
O A T
= 0, whenever u(t) = u [x (t),-r— (x ( t ) , t ) , t ]
Integrating (15) from t_ to t and using (8) then results in
J(u) - J(xQ , t0) ^0 . (16)
Subtracting (13) from (16) results in
J(u) - J(u*) > 0 for all u e U 7 . (17)
Combining (13) and (17) completes the proof of (11) and of the Theorem
VI. 3.
Example VI. 7. Kalman-Bucy Filter.
The purpose of this example is demonstrating, that the Kalman-Bucy
filter indeed is a superior solution to the infimization problem of
Section V. 1. If in Section V. 1 (13) , the matrix S(t) is set identically
equal zero for the sake of simpler arithmetics, then, the deterministic
Kalman-Bucy filtering problem consists of the dynamic system
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±(t) = [A(t)-G(t)C(t)]S(t) + 2(t)[A(t)-G(t)C(t)] '
+ B(t)Q(t)B'(t) + G(t)R(t)G'( t ) (18)
S(t0) = 2Q (19)
and the matrix -valued cost
J(G) = Z ( t j ) . (20)
In the context of the Hamilton- Jacob! -Bellman theory, this problem is
interpreted as follows: In (3),
K[-Z(t1),t1]= S(t j ) (21)
and
L[S(t), G(t),t]s 0 . (22)
The target set is S = Xnx {tj} = M^ x {i^} , the region Z = Xn
x { t eR | t_< tj} and TT = (positive cone of <<((M^, *4 ), (M^, -4), 4)
x { t e R | t _ < t }. The Hamiltonian (4) is
H(S ,P ,G, t ) = PfcA -GC)S + S(A -GC)1 + BQB1 + GRG' ] (23)
where the time dependence is suppressed. Since the costate P(t) with
boundary condition P(t. ) = |^ (S(t ), t ) = I e ^((M' , < ), (M' <))i o Zj i i n n
necessarily is a positive map for all t <. t, , the H-infimal control
(5) is
G°[S,P,t] = SC'CtJR'^t) . (24)
With (24), (18) and (19) become
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S(t) = A(t)S(t) + S(t)A'(t) + B(t)Q(t)B'(t)
- S(t)C'(t)R'1(t)C(t)S(t) (25)
(26)
After defining the 2n by 2n matrix
A(t) B(t)Q(t)B'(t)
C'(t)R- l(t)C(t) - A'(t)
and its 2n by 2n transition matrix
(27)
(28)
<// 2 1( t , t 0)
the closed-form solution of (25) and (26) can be written as
(29)
In the context of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman theory, where the
initial state is denoted by S and the initial time by t , the cost
(20) then is
J(G) = J(S,t)
-1 (30)
Clearly, J(S,t) of (30) satisfies the boundary condition (8) on S,
J (S , t j ) = S = K[S , t j ] , (31)
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since tf/jjtj.tj = ' / / 22 t l ' t l =
In order to verify the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman partial differential
equation
|f(Z, t) + H[SJ||(S,t),G°[s, M(S, t ) , t ] , t] = 0 , (32)
r\ J
the derivatives — — (S, t) e £(R , M ' ) (which is isomorphic to M') anddt n n
, M ' ) are calculated:
n n
012(t1,t)][022(t1,t)+ (//21(t1
t)BQB« + 0(t , t)A- - < / / ( t , t) AS
(33)
(2, t) =
T (34)
where in (33) and (34) (and below) the matrices A , B , C , Q , and R are
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understood to be evaluated at time t, and T is the transposition
operator introduced in Definition V. 2.
Combining (23), (24), (33), and (34), the Hamilton-Jac obi-
Bellman equation (32) becomes
|f (S,t) + H[S, |i (S.t).G°[S. |i (S,t),t],t]
-l
2(t1,t)+ (//21(t1,t)s]'V21(t1,t)
x[AS-+SA' +BQB1 -2C'R"1CS][i//22(t1,t)+021(t1
= 0 . (35)
Thus, the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation is verified also, since all
terms in (35) cancel. Hence, by Theorem VI. 3 and Corollaries VI. 5
and VI. 6, the Kalman-Bucy filter is a globally superior solution to the
dynamic infimization problem (18), ( 1 9 ) > (20) , since the costate P(t)
is necessarily a positive map.
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Clearly, the above analysis gives the same result for the more
general case of S(t) ^ 0. Then, the matrix (27) is :
A(t) -BftJSWR^ttJCd:) B(t)[Q(t):-S(t.)R'1(t)S'(t)]B'(t)
(36)
and the analysis goes through in an analogous fashion.
VI. 2. More Sufficiency Results
In this section a sufficiency result given by Lee and Markus
[12, p. 34l] is generalized to"the case of non-scalar-valued perform-
ance criteria.
Consider the dynamic system
x(t) = A(t)x(t) + h[u(t),t] , a.e. , (37)
where the state x(t) eX , the control u(t) eJ2 CX is measurable,
A(t) e ^(X ,X ) is continuous in t over [tn'*!^' an<* h: fi x [tQ,t,]
-* X is continuous on its domain. The initial state at the fixed
initial time t_ is
x(tQ) = XQ . (38)
The target set S CXn at the fixed final time t, is closed and con-
vex (and possibly S = X ),
x ( t ) e S . (39)
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The non-scalar-valued cost functional to be infimized is of the form
r1
J(u) = (f°[x(t),t] +h°[u(t) , t ])dt (40)
w
*o
and attains its value in the integrally closed directed linear poset
(X , ^). In (40), f , 3f /9x and h are assumed to be continuous
on their domains. Furthermore, f is assumed to be convex in x
(Definition II. 29) for all t e t t - . t j ] , i .e.,
f ° [ sx 1 +( l - s )x 2 , t ] 4sf°[X l , t] +(1 -s)f°[x2 , t]
for all s e [ 0 , l ] , all x^x^X11, and all te [tQ, tj] . (41)
Theorem VI. 8. If the optimal control problem is nonsingular
(Remark IV. 8) and if there exists a measurable control u* : [t ,t ] — fi
satisfying the necessary conditions of the infimum principle, then u*
is globally superior (although not necessarily unique), provided that
one of the following conditions holds :
a) S =Xn or x*(tj) e int(S)
b) x*(tj) e 93 and P*^) (x - x*(t j ) ) 4 0
for all xeS, which are reachable at t,
c) S = {xj} . (42)
Proof. Since the optimal control problem is nonsingular,
k kP^ e s(((X , 4), (X , ^)) can be taken to be the identity map, PjT = I ,
by Remark IV. 8. Hence, the Hamiltonian is
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H[x,P,u,t] = f°[x,t] + h°[u,t] + PA(t)x+Ph[u,t] . (43)
Now, define the quantity, x (t) e (X , =<) for all t e [t , t ] by
x°(t) = f°[x(t) , t]+h°[u(t) , t] a.e. . (44)
x°(t0) = 0 , , - (45)
where x : [ t^ . t , ] — *• X is the trajectory generated by the admissible
control u : [t,.,t,] — * S2 , and consider the quantity
x°( t )+ P*(t)x(t) ' (46)
where P*(. ) is the optimal cbstate, which satisfies
P*(t) = - - [ x * ( t ) , t ] - P*(t)A(t) a.e. (47)
P*(tj) = P* , (48)
according to the infimum principle.
Differentiating (46), and using (37) and (47)
5L(x°(t)+ P*(t)x(t))
= x°(t) -I- P*(t)x(t) -I- P*(t)x(t)
= f0[x(t),t] + h0[u(t),t]-|^-[x*(t),t]x(t)+P*(t)h[u(t),t] . (49)
Integrating (4.9) with respect to t over [t0,t,] yields
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x°(t
(50)
Evaluating (50) for u* and its corresponding state x* and subtract-
ing this equation from (50),
l
(f°[x(t),t] -f°[x*(t),t]-|^-[x*(t).t](x(t)-x*(t))
+ h°[u(t),t] + P*(t)h[u(t),t]-h°[u*(t),t]-P*(t)h[u*(t),t])dt .- (51)
The convexity and differentiability of f in x together with Lemma
III. 14 imply
0 ' n af°
f [x(t),t] - fU[x*(t),t] - 1^- [x*(t), t] (x(t) - x*(t) ) * 0
for all t e [ t_, t j . (52)
By hypothesis, u* globally infimizes the Hamiltonian H[x*(t),P*(t),u,t]
for a.e. t e [t_,t . .] , which implies
h°[u(t),t] + P*(t)h[u(t),t] - h°[u*(t),t] - P*(t)h[u*(t)-, t] >• 0
for a. e. t e I ^ , ] - (53)
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Combining (51), (52), and (53) yields ' -
x°(t1)-x°*(t1)+P*(t1)(x(t1)-x*(t1)) ^0 . (54)
In case (a), where S = Xn or x*(t,)-e int S, necessarily P*(t,) =0
in (48) and (54). Hence.
' - j
J(u) - J(u*) = xVj) -x°*(tj) XO
for all admissible u . (55)
In case (b), where x*(t ) e^S , the hypothesis P*(tj)(x -x*(tj) ) « 0
for all xeS, which are reachable at t, combines with (54) to (55).
In case (c), where S = {x,}, only the controls u meeting the boundary
condition x(t,)= x, = x*(t, ) are admissible. Thus (54) reduces to (55)
again. The proof of Theorem VI. 8 is now complete.
If in the optimal control problem (37), .... (40), the target
set S = X and the non -scalar -valued cost functional to be infimized
is of the form
r4!
+ J (f°[x(t),t] + h°[u(t),t])dtJ(u) = K[x(t)] [x( t ) ,  [u(t),t]  (56)
*0
rather than (40), where K : X — (X ,4) is convex and differentiate
on X and f and h have the same properties as they have in (40}
then the following sufficiency result is obtained.
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Theorem VI. 9. If the optimal control problem is nonsingular
(Remark IV. 8) and if there exists a measurable control u* :[tn,t ] — £2
satisfying the necessary conditions of the infimum principle, then u*
is globally superior (although not necessarily unique).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem VI. 8, with
P* = I 6 c<((Xk, ^),(Xk , 4)) , and with the definitions (44) and (45), the
inequality (54) is obtained. Since necessarily
P
*
(tl] = If [x*(tl)] ' (57)
(54) reads
x°(t1)-x° ; ; ;(t1)+ f f t x ^ t j f l W t j J - x ^ t j H ^ O . (58)
Adding and subtracting identical terms in (58), vix. K[x(t, )] and
K[x*(t, )] , respectively, (58) becomes
x°(t1) + K[x(tx)] - x0>:=(t1) - K[x*(t1)]
- K[x(tx)] + K[x*(t1)]+f£[x*(t1)](x(t1)-x*(t1)-)
± 0 . - (59)
By the convexity of K , the sum of the last three terms'.in (59) is in
k
the negative cone of (X , ^ ) . Thus,
J(u) - J(u*) = x°(t1) + K[x(t1)] - x0*^) - Ktx*^)] t 0
for all admissible u. (60)
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VI. 3. Other Sufficiency Results
In this section, some existence results of the theory of optimal
control for scalar-valued cost criteria reported by Lee and Markus
[l2] are investigated for the more general case of non-scalar-valued
performance criteria. With suitable adoption of the hypotheses in [ iZ] ,
the existence results of the theory of optimal control generalize to
existence results in the theory of noninferior control, but invariably
the results are not strong enough to grant existence of a superior
control.
In the folio-wing example, the dynamic system is affine in the
control u(t) e X for every fixed value of the state x(t) e X , the
non-scalar-valued performance criterion is an integral consisting of
a state penalty term which is bounded below and a control penalty term
which is convex and satisfies certain growth conditions. In the case
of a scalar-valued cost, it is known, that an optimal control exists
under these hypotheses [12, p. 286] .
Theorem VI. 10
Consider the dynamic system in X
x(t) = A[x(t),t] + B[x(t),t]u(t) a.e. t e t tg . t j ] (61)
u(t) e Xm (62)
x(tQ) =XQ , (63)
where in (61) B[x(t),t] is a linear operator from X into X .
Furthermore, consider the non-scalar-valued cost
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r'1{A°[x(t),t] + B°[u(t),t]}dt
 E ( X k , 4 ) .
\J
Assume, that A, B, 9A/8x, 8B/8x, and A are continuous for all
x eX and all t e f t - . t , ] , and that B is continuous for all ueX
and all t e [ t 0 > t , ] . Assume that
a) A°[x,t] ^0 for all x e Xn and all t e t t ^ t j ]
b) B°[u,t] >.a ||u||p for some a£ O e ( X k , 4 )
some p> 1, and all ueX
c) B [u,t] is convex in u for all t e [ t n , t , ]
d) || x(t) || < p (||u || ), where the bound (3 is
— 1
monotonically increasing in the L. -norm
||u||, of u .
Then, there exists a noninferior control.
k
Proof: Consider a positive linear map P VO e ^((X , 4 ) > ( R > _ < ) ) >
such that P J > 0 for all J > -0 , and the scalar-valued function
C(u) = PJ(u) . (65)
Then, by Theorem 8 of [12, p. 286], there exists a control u(P) min-
imizing C(u) . The control u(P) is noninferior, by the properties of
P.
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In Theorem VI. 10, the noninferior control u(P) is superior if
and only if u(P) is independent of the choice of the positive map P,
i .e . , if u(P) = u* for all P > 0 e <<((Xk, 4), (R ,_< )) (Lemma II. 20).
In order to visualize, why the growth condition on B [u,t] is
not strong enough to yield existence of a superior (rather than merely
noninferior) solution, consider static minimization and infimization
problems for convex and differentiable functions of several variables.
For a scalar -valued, convex, and differentiable function of
several variables, f : X — •• (R ,^C ), it is necessary and sufficient, that
f (x ) = 0 for f to attain a global minimum at x (Theorem III. 16).
Furthermore, growth conditions on f as ||x || — *• oo are sufficient to
grant existence of x_ e X -with f (x ) = 0.
For a convex and differentiable function from X into the
k n kintegrally closed directed linear poset (X , ^), f : X — (X , 4), it
again is necessary and sufficient, that f'(xn) - 0 for f to attain a
global infimum at x~ (Theorem III. 16). However, growth conditions
on f as | | x | |— - oo are not sufficient to grant existence of xn e XU
such that f'(x0) - 0> as has been shown in Example III. 11. Neverthe-
less, for every positive linear map P X 0 e^((X , ^ ) , ( R , _ < ) ) , the
n kgrowth conditions on f : X -* (X , ^) imply growth conditions on the
convex and differentiable function Pf : X -* (R,jC ), which grant the
existence of x_ e X (where x depends on the choice of P) such
that (Pf) ' (x ) = Pf (x ) = 0, hence, that Pf attains a global minimum
at x_ , and therefore, that f attains a global minimum at x
(Theorem III. 10). In general, different choices of P yield different
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minima X0(P) • And in order to have a global infimum of f at x_,
it is necessary and sufficient, that the minima x~(P) are independent
of P, i .e. , xQ(P) = XQ for all P >- 0 e <£((Xk, 4 ), (R ,< )) (Lemma
11.20); this is an additional assumption
In the same way the Theorem 8 of [ 12, p. 286] generalizes to
the existence Theorem VI. 10 for noninferior controls, the existence
results for optimal controls by Cesari [5] generalize to existence
results for noninferior (rather than superior) controls. This has
been proved by Olech [l8] for vector-valued performance criteria
without using Lemma II. 20.
In the following example the system is nonlinear and the con-
trol u(t) is constrained to a compact subset fl of X Besides
making appropriate smoothness hypotheses, it is assumed, that the
n k
extended velocity set in X X (X ,4) is convex. In the case of a
scalar-valued cost, it is known that an optimal control exists under
these hypotheses [12, p. 259] .
Theorem VI. 11
Consider the nonlinear dynamic system
x(t) =f [x( t ) ,u ( t ) , t ] a.e. t e t t g . t j ] (66)
x(tQ) e SQ , SQ C Xn compact (67)
x(t j ) e Sj ,' Sj C Xn compact (68)
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u(t) e fi[x(t),t] C X (69)
and the non-scalar-valued cost
r1J(u) =K[x(t1)]+ 'L[x(t),u(t),t]dt e ( X k , ^ ) . (70)
'0
Assume that
a) f [x ,u , t ] is continuously differentiable
for all (x ,u , t ) e Xn x Xm x
b) fi [x,t] CX is compact and varies continu-
ously in X111 for all (x,t) e Xn x [tQ,t ]
c) the family F of admissible controls consists
of all measurable functions u , such that each
u e F generates a (unique) trajectory x with
x(tQ) e SQ and x ( t J ) e S 1 and u(t)e n[x(t),t]-
for all te [tQ.tj]
d) the family F of admissible controls is nonempty
e) K is continuous on X and L is continuously
differentiable for all (x,u,t)e Xn x Xmx [ t . t
f) there exists a uniform bound b, such that
| |x( t ) | |_<b for all t e t t . t ] and all ueF
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g) the extended velocity set
V[x,t] = (L[x,u,t], f [x ,u , t ] |ue«[x, t ]}
k nis convex in (X ,4) x X for each fixed
( x , t ) e X n x [t0 , t j] . '
Then, there exists a noninferior control in F .
Proof: Consider a positive linear map
P XOe ^((Xk, ^ ) , ( R , j < )), such that P J > 0 for all J X 0, and the
scalar-valued function
C(u) = PJ(u) . (71)
Then, by Theorem 4 of [l2, p. 259], there exists a control u(P)eF
minimizing C(u). The control u(P) is noninferior by the properties
of P.
In Theorem VI. 11, the noninferior control u(P) is superior
if and only if u(P) is independent of the choice of the positive map P,
i.e. , if u(P) = u* for all P >0 e /((Xk, 4), (R,< ))•
Thus, both in Theorem VI. 10 and in Theorem VI. 11, the
hypothesis
u(P) = u* for all P>-0 e 3 ( ( ( X k , ^ ) ) ( R , < ) ) (72)
is a sufficiency condition for superiority (which is simultaneously
necessary). However, it seems to be rather difficult to find non-
trivial sufficiency conditions for the problem statements , which will
imply (72).
VII. CONNECTION TO GAME THEORY
In this chapter, games involving -two or more players are dis-
cussed. Various notions of optimality are defined (Nash equilibrium,
Pareto optimality, "altruistic" equilibrium) and are compared with the
extrema of the n-vector valued cost functional, which has the scalar cost
l
functionals of the n players as its components.
These notions of optimality are the same for static games and
dynamic games, except that the sets of admissible controls or strat-
egies and the information patterns are more complicated in the. case of
dynamic games than they are in the case of static games. In order to
explain these notions of optimality, the following non-zero-sum deter-
ministic static n-player games are considered:
Each player j, 1 <_ j <^ n, has a real scalar control variable u.,
J
which he alone can control, and he has a scalar cost functional J.,
which depends on all of the control variables u., 1 <_ i <^ n. Each player
has complete knowledge of the n cost functionals and of the n (possibly
constrained) sets of admissible controls. The game is played by all of
the n players announcing their control variables simultaneously, i.e.,
no spying [26.] is possible. Usually (i. e., with the exception of playing
for an "altruistic" equilibrium), each player tries to minimize his own
cost functional knowing that his opponents try the same.
* * *
Definition VII. 1. The controls u., u ~ , . . . , u of the n players are called
ST 3f v #Nash equilibrium [ 1 5] , [ 16] , if they satisfy J.(u. ,...,u. ,,u.,u. ,,..., u ) >^
:£ s£ s,1; ?f %
J.(u,, . . . , u. ,, u. , u. . , , . . . , u ) for all admissible u. and for alliy 1 i-l i i+l n' i
1 < i < n.
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In the case of a two-player game, the sign of one of the cost func-
tionals is often inverted, i .e. , one player tries minimizing his cost,
while the opponent tries maximizing his cost. Then, the Nash equilib-
rium is called saddle point [ 24] .
* * *
Definition VII. 2. The controls u. , u_, . . . , u of the n players are called
~ " ~ " ' \. L* n
"altruistic" equilibrium, if they satisfy for all 1 < i £ n:
* * * * * # * % #
JJ(U1 Vl '^i+l '- ' - 'V - J j ( u 1 , . . . , u . _ 1 , u i , u i + 1 > . . . , u n )
for all admissible u. and for all j 4 i. ("Everybody tries making every-
body else happy, without concern for himself").
Even if a Nash equilibrium exists, the n players may succeed in
further reducing their individual costs by deciding to cooperate (or com-
promise). In this case, a common scalar cost functional is formed and
jointly minimized (optimal control problem):
Definition VII. 3. The controls u. , u_, . . . , u of the n players are called
Pareto optimal [ 1 9] , [ 21] , if they satisfy
n n
Z ^f ^—i .j- ;i=p j ( u , . . . , u n ) > J(u") = f p.J (u^, . . . , u^)
J J J Jj= l j ^ l
for all admissible u., 1 <^ i £ n, where the coefficients p. are fixed ( i .e . ,
agreed upon) positive real numbers.
The features of these optimality criteria are discussed below in
two examples. They are compared with the extrema of the optimal con-
trol problem with the control vector u = (u., u_, . . . , u ) and the n-vector
cost functional J = (J , , J7, . . . , J )e R with its standard partial orderingi C* XI
(See Example II. 2).
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Example VII. 4. Consider the two-player game with the following cost
functionals:
Jj = (iij - a) , U j e R
J2 = (U2 " b^ ' U2e R>
Each player's cost depends only on his own control variable. The
controls
O;
Uj - a ,
* uu2 = b
are optimal both in the sense of the Nash equilibrium, of Pareto opti-
mality, and of the "altruistic" equilibrium (although in a degenerated
way).
In Figure VII. 1, the isocost lines for J. and J_ are shown in the
u.-u_-plane. In Figure VII. 2, the shaded area (first quadrant) in the
J,-J?-plane contains all of the points (J,, J.,), which can be generated
by admissible strategies ( u , , u ~ ) e R x R.
Example VII. 5. Consider the two -player game with the following cost
functionals:
J1(u J ,u2) = (Uj - 1) + u2 , U j e R
J2(u ru2) - 2(U] - 5)2 + 2(u 2 -3) 2 , u 2eR.
This game has a Nash equilibrium at
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N
Ul
N ,
= 3
•with
J l (uf,u^) = 9 ,
J2(uf,u*) = 32
and an "altruistic" equilibrium at
^ - 5,
A _
u_ = 0
with
J^fu^.u^) = 18
(See Figure VII. 3). The set of Pareto optimal solutions can be described
in the parametric form with parameter te [ 0, 1] as
with
uf(t) = 1 -f 4t ,
uf(t) = 3t
= 25t2 ,
= 50(1 - t)2.
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Figure VII. 3
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The corresponding values of p, and p,, in Definition VII. 3 have a ratio
of
_ __ _
Pj( t ) 2 1 - t '
Since the game has :a Nash equilibrium, only those Pareto optimal
solutions are of interest to egoistic players, which result in lower costs
to both players than the Nash equilibrium does. They would therefore
only agree on a ratio p?/p, in the interval
P20.125 < — — < 0.75
-
 Pj -
corresponding to the interval
0.2 < t < 0. 6
of the parameter t (see Figure VII. 3). E. g. , if they agree on playing for
equal costs, then
J^ = J^ '•= 5 0 ( 3 - 2 / 2 ) •= 8.579 for t = 2 -VT;
if they agree on playing for equal absolute cost reductions, then
J^ = 3.119, J^ = 25.119 for t = 2 - /7?/5
with a reduction AJ = 164 - 20/75 = -6. 881; if they agree on playing for
equal relative cost reductions, then
J^ = 4,5918, J2* = 16.326 for t = 3 /7 .
These two examples reveal the following facts about the relation-
ship between the (globally) optimal solutions of a static n-person game
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Figure VII. 4
\
\
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with individual control variables u,, . . . , u and cost functionals J. (u,, . . ,
u ) , . . . , ! (u., . . . , u ), and of the corresponding optimal control problem
with the control vector u = (u. , . . . , u ) and the n-vector valued cost
J = (J J )e R (partially ordered as described in Example II. 2).
(1) If the optimal control problem has an infimal solution, the
game has a Nash equilibrium and only one Pareto optimal solution and
they all coincide. If the game has a Nash equilibrium, the control
problem need not have an infimum.
Proof: In the case of an infimum, J ( u ' ) ^  J(u) for all u in the Cartesian
product of the admissible regions, fi. of the controls u.. In the case of a
Nash equilibrium, this inequality need only be satisfied for all u in the
subset of this Cartesian product, which is described in Definition VII. 1.
(2) The set of all Pareto optimal solutions of the game coincides
with the set of minimal solutions of the control problem (by Definition
VII. 3 and [27] ).
(3) In a two-player game, the locus of Pareto optimal solutions
in the u.-u_-plane is the set of points, where isocost lines touch and
where sign (dJ, /du) = -sign(dJ_/du). In Example VII. 2 this is the
straight-line segment between (1,0) and (5, 3).
(4) In the case of a two-player game, the "altruistic" equilibrium
is the Nash equilibrium of the game with exchanged cost functionals.
If the game is played by more than two players, the "altruistic" equilib-
rium is much more restrictive, because each player has to make happy
each of the other players, while for the (egoistic) Nash equilibrium,
each player has only to be concerned about himself.
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(5) Finally, what happens, if two players agree to play for a
specific Pareto optimum, but start wondering whether cheating is
profitable? If player 1 is cheating, while player 2 is not, he will
obviously be able to decrease his cost J,, while J_ is increased (see
Figure VII. 3 and VII. 4). It then is more or less natural for player 1
to cheat optimally, i.e. , to reduce J. as much as possible for the fixed
control u?. If both players cheat optimally assuming the opponent plays
honestly, it so happens in Example VII. 5, that they precisely get back to
the Nash equilibrium. This is not generally the case, however. E. g. ,
in the more general case, where the isocost curves are two bunches of
similar ellipses, if the players agree on a Pareto optimum, where both
profit (compared to the Nash equilibrium), and if both players cheat
optimally assuming the opponent plays honestly, always, one player is
better off and the other player is worse off compared to the costs of the
Nash equilibrium.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This research report
 :has been concerned with superior solu-
tions to optimal control problems with non-scalar-valued performance
criteria. The main contribution to the theory of optimal control is
the infimum principle in Chapter IV, which constitutes necessary con-
ditions for a control to be superior with respect to a non-scalar-
valued performance criterion attaining its value in a finite-dimensional
abstract partially ordered cost space, the positive cone of which is
closed and has nonempty interior. Further contributions include the
theory of static infimization for differentiable functions mapping into
a finite-dimensional integrally closed directed linear poset (Chapter
III) and the sufficiency results for a control to be superior in
Chapter VI, most notably the extension of the Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman theory forthe case of non-scalar-valued performance criteria.
Thus, glibly speaking, this report tells under what condition
"Feufer und Weggli" politics will work as the German-speaking Swiss
would say, or in the English equivalent, under what conditions it is
possible "to have one's cake and eat it". (The reader should notice,
however, that these are vector-valued performance criteria rather
than any more abstract non-scalar-valued performance criteria. )
In Chapter V, the applicability of the infimum principle has
been demonstrated with two well -known examples, viz. the Kalman-
Bucy filter and the Separation Theorem for the linear-quadratic-
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Gaussian stochastic regulator problem. These results have been ob-
tained as the superior solutions to constrained dynamic infimization
problems. Furthermore, in Chapter VII, the notions of optimality in
optimal control for non-scalar-valued performance criteria (superiority
and noninferiority) have been compared with the notions of optimality of
game theory (Nash equilibrium and Pareto optimality).
Clearly, the theory of static infimization for differentiable
functions mapping into a finite-dimensional integrally closed directed
linear poset in Chapter III is contained as a special case in the theory
of superior solutions to problems of mathematical programming in
abstract infinite-dimensional partially ordered spaces given by
Ritter [20] . However, by restricting the partially ordered spaces to
be finite-dimensional, it has been possible to give very simple proofs,
which essentially only draw on the theory of ordinary calculus.
Conversely, it should now be fairly straightforward to combine
the results of this report with the results of Ritter [20] in order to
obtain an infimum principle for optimal control problems with infinite-
dimensional cost spaces (with suitable properties), since the topological
properties needed for the infinite-dimensional cost spaces have been
cleared up in [20] .
With this infimum principle for infinite-dimensional cost spaces,
the following nontrivial infimization problem can be solved, which has
been communicated to the author by Dr. D. P. Bertsekas:
Consider the linear uncertain dynamic system
x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)[u(t) + w(t)] (1)
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x(t0) = XQ (2)
y(t) = C(t)x(t) + v(t) , (3)
where the state x(t)e R , the control u(t) e R , the observation
y( t )eR , and A, B, and C are piecewise continuous matrices of
appropriate dimensions. The processes w and v are uncertain in
the sense that their only known properties are square integrability
and that together with the uncertain initial state x they satisfy the
" energy" constraint (t_ and t. fixed)
r1X g F x g - f - J [w'(t)Q(t)w(t) + v ' ( t )R( t )v ( t ) ]d t< 1 , (4)
'O
where F is a positive definite matrix, and Q(t), and R( t ) are posi-
tive definite piecewise continuous matrices. Find a piecewise continu-
ous matrix L, : [t-.,t,]—"M for the linear observation feedback lawU 1 mp
u(t) = L(t)y(t) , (5)
such that the set of all final states x(t ), which can possibly be
reached from the uncertain initial state xn under the constraints
(4) and (5) is infimal in the sense of set inclusion. This problem can
be attacked by describing the (convex) sets involved by their support
functionals and infimizing the support functional of (x(t,)} in the
sense of the partial order of Example II. 5.
In Chapter IV, only problems with fixed final time t, (and
fixed initial time t ) have been considered. If the final time is f ree ,
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additional necessary conditions for a control to be superior can be
obtained from the corresponding free-end-time optimal control prob-
lem with a scalar-valued cost. The easiest way to obtain these
additional necessary conditions is using j = 1 in Theorem IV.7 or
IV. 11, applying Pontryagin's minimum principle [l] , and then trans-
lating the additional necessary condition (e .g. , "Hamiltonian at t,
equal zero") to the more general case of 1 < j <. k (hence
"Hamiltonian at t, equal zero in (X*", 4 ) " ) -
In connection with the theory of optimal control for non-scalar-
valued performance criteria, the problem of existence of superior
solutions still is open to further research. Presently it is unclear
what type of reasonable assumptions are needed in the problem
statement, in order to obtain existence of superior solutions rather
than existence of noninferior solutions as in Section VI. 3.
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